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Lost in time or space?

It’s April 13-15, 2001.

You’re in the Minneapolis Hilton & Towers.

Here are some people you should remember:

Writer Guest of Honour Ken MacLeod

Fan Guest of Honour Jo Walton

Musician Guest of Honor Leslie Fish

Yourself Check your badge

Minicon is brought to you by Minn-StF.
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PO BOX 8583
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Minn.StF Events Hotline
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Minicon Web Site
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Minicon AnnouncementList
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A Message from the Chair

by David Dyer-Bennet

Greetings, Earthlingel (Or Telluriane,if you prefer). and’ come to the postinortem (probably April 26:
Welcome to Minicon 36. check the web page) or the various committee

We have a great set of guests this year—Ker meetings to help plan for next year.
MacLeod, Jo Walton, and Leslie Fish. You'll find ‘And if you 6¢e somebody slaving away to keep
separate articles avout each of them in this book, the consuite stacked or the foyer area clean, help
but | want to take just a second to say that if them out!
intellectual conversation lo the centerpiece of i'm expecting to have a great time at this
Minicon, we couldn't have three better people to _—-Minicon, and | hope youall do too.If you see me,
doit with, let me know how It's going for you. Or betteryet,

We hold Minicon each year to celebrate SF, to talk to me about eclencefiction!
honor our guests, to see friends, to have fun of
doing the work, and incidentally to finance Minn-

StF for the year. For a lot of us working on the
goniera Minicon is the center the year revolves A Note...

|want to thank ali the people who work to make
Minicon happen, including the committee listed in OnJanuary 31, Minn-StF and science fiction fan-
‘the program book and everybody whopitches in at. dom lost one of the very few remaining Golden
the convention.| get to write this article, but they Age sr authors, Gordon R. Dickson. Watching
do all the work, the people who introduced meto science fiction

Like nearly all fan-run SF conventions, Minicon die off one by oneover the last couple of decades
io run entirely by volunteers. That's why we sell has beenharrowing. This one hit especially close-
“memberships" rather than “tickets,” and why even ly, because many of us in Minneapolis fandom
committee members pay registration fees. The have known Gordy personally for many years.
fees cover unavoidable cash expenseslike printing You'll find a number ofarticles here, and some
and mailing publications, bringing the guests in, program items, about him.I'm going to miss him
and supplying the coneuite.All the actual work is alot
done by volunteers, We couldn't possibly afford to
pay all the people forall the work they do. SoJoin
in the fun by volunteering during the convention,
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{ Tom and Glenn Tenhoff should have been credited for the artwork in the flyer and Progress Report.I forgot t
{ mention it there, so I’m doing sohere. Sorry!

 

Rachael Lining 
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Intellectual Berserker for a Better Tomorrow

Jo Walton is the onlyperson I know who can get away
with saying ‘we’ when she meansthe Romans(as in
“Whenwe built Colchester. ..") or with referring to an
cleventh-century church as ‘a modern building.’ I knew
her for a long time through newsgroup postings and e-
‘mails before I ever met her. This con will give manyother
people the chanceto find out for themselves that she’s
just as delightful to meet as sheis to read.

‘There's no needtobe shy. Just go up to her andoffer
to buy her a drink, She may not wantone, but she'll be
happyto talk to you, and she maypoint me out and sug-
gest that you offer to buy me a drink

She was born 1 December1964, in Aberdare, Wales,
and has a degree in Classics from Lancaster University.
Shelived in Lancaster for a long time and nowlives in
Swansea. Her son, Sasha, was born ¢ October 1990

She’s been in fandom for a while—her first con was
Follycon, Easter 1988. At Intersection, the 1995
Worldcon in Glasgow, she was involvedin running a

 

 

~ Gurst Anrictes

by Ken MacLeod

highly successful simulation/role-playing game on the
Colonisation of Planet Bartley. The set-up, as Jo
describes it, went somethinglike this:

The one that starts “Fellow Share-holders, we have
achieved orbit around New Friedman!” is really quite
different from the one that starts “Comrades! I have
woken you from cold sleep early to report a difficulty
with the propulsion system!”(Those people all ended up
at the same planet, oops.)

She’s professionally published lots of material related to
role-playing games(such as GURPS: Celtic Myth, with Ken
Walton), and one novel, The King’s Peace (Tor, 2000).
She has completed its sequel, is currentlyworking on a
new novel and intends to write more, but wonders if
she'll be remembered longest as the author of “The
Lurkers Support Me in E-mail.”

There’s no danger ofthat, butit is true that since she
wentonline in May 1994 she has been most widely known

Lurkers by Jo Walton

‘To the tune of
“My BonnyLies Over the Ocean’

‘The Lurkers support me in emai.
Theyallthink I'm great dan't you know.
You posters just don’t understand me,
But soon you will reap what you sow.
Lurkers, lurkers, lurkers support me,

youll see, you'll sez
Off in e-mail the lurkers support me,

you'll see
The lurkers support me in email
So why don't they post?” you all cry.
They're scared of your hostile intentions
They're not as courageous as I
Lurkers etc.
One day I'l round up all my lurkers
‘Welll have a newsgroup of our own.
‘Withoutallthis flak from you morons
My lurkers will post round my throne.   



for her fanwriting on Usenet. Indeed,she maywell be the
first personto make their reputation asa fanwriter online.
She took toit like a Roman to road-building.

In the newsgroups zec.arts.sf.written (or rasfw, which
Jo quite naturally pronounces as thoughit’s a Welsh
word, thus: ‘rasfoo’)and rec. arts sffandom (or rasseff) a Jo
Walton post, long or short, is almost always instantly
recognisablefromits style and is always worth reading. In
fact, that's putting it mildly, Jo can say more in a brief
Usenet post than many a writer can say in a book.

Howdoes she do it? Where does she get the experi-
ence, the insight, the verve? Is the Classics course at
Lancaster that good? Is herlife vastly more interesting and
diverse than she lets on? She’s cagey aboutthat.

She claimsto have done‘lots of relatively dull jobs,”
which I'm sure is true, but I can’t believeit's the whole
story. It has to be one of those misleading throwaway
lines, like, ‘Oh,I’m just a courier for ImpSec.’ Surely she
must have donelots of relatively exciting jobs, too. Her
range of knowledge and interests is so broad that some
swashbuckling secret life of adventure and romance,
combined with a very normal, very personal, even rather
domestic and maternal cover identity looks likely. We
knowthat, but she isn’t telling:

‘I'm curious though what do you think neededto be
mentioned? HowI ran away to sea? The years in the
brothel in Alexandria? My meteoric rise in the French
Foreign Legion? MyHollywoodperiod? The controversy
over my handling of Chile's finances? The scandal in
Stockholm whenI failed the drug-test and had my Nobel
taken away? Mybrief, but glorious, reorganisation of
Eastern Europe? Myidyllic semi-retirement, working as

  

a salmon-wrangler in British Columbia? Surely nobody
would be interested in that old stuff...

See what I mean? Cagey.
Andshe’s a poet.
Her poems, some of which are collected at her per-

sonal web page, range from casually deadly online squibs
to intensely evocative meditations onlife, on history, on
country and planet.

Tonce wrote an online poem for Jo. You can find the
context on her website, butit meant more to me than
that.It was a love poem-a platonic and electronic one,
but a love poem all the same:

Tattered pennants, ancientflags,
fine ladies’ work and beggars’ rags.
Dry twigs that scrape youin the dark.
Hearts andinitials on the bark.

Memories of future time,
a half-caught scrap of starboard rhyme,
ahag, a clone,a pail of air,
a tuft oftheropodan hair.
‘Thematter of Britain, the streets ofEarth,
the sorrow of war,the solace of mirth—

Walk through the coppice and findall these
but you won't find ads in Walton's trees

She's all that, yes. But she’s fallible. She’s been known to.

recommend peach brandy at acon after the beer ran out
Do not, under any circumstances, follow that recom-
‘mendation.

Nowgo and offer to buy her a drink.

 

From:

‘Welcomeinside the magic garden. You are now in a different
world, You have not paid to come in and be entertained: by
coming here you have opened gate which no coin can open.
‘Youare now part of the bodyof fandom.This is your conven-
tion. Thisis a party we are all throwingtogether, for all our
friends. This means you.You are oneof us, even though you
maynot know anyone, everyone around youis friend you
havent met yet.

‘There are many things you can do within this enchanted
garden. But you are inside it now,you are an insider, you are
cone of us. Yourparticipation is part of what defines what we
are. The success of this convention will be whether everyone
haere has fun. This is our responsibility ~ yes, yours t00.
There are parties, panels, author sigaings, games, hucksters, a
art show, and more here There is 2 specialpaneforfrst time

Jo Walton <Jo@bluejo.demon.co.uk>

members. And if you want to get to know your new friends
and find out what specific stuff you can do to help this con
succeed, you can volunteer atthe bridge.

“This isthe inside secret of fandom. Do good, avoid evil,
throw a room party..or otherwise help out as you get the
chance. You are welcome. You are wanted. You 2re home sow.

‘Oh,hang on,whatdid I leave out... what a good thing
fandom is a co-operative venture so there are people to
remind me! Yeah, we're all fallible human beings,including
you and especially me. We try 10 do ourbest to makeit all
work right, but sometimes we make mistakes and screw up,
and forget things,and sometimes things go wrong evenin the
best and most magical gardens. We ask you to bear with it
when that happens, and.if you can, lend a hand to fix whatew-
eryou can.

Guest ARTICLES »” 7



This article is Jo Walton’s fault. My attendance at the past
two Miniconsis her fault too. Don’t abuse her for it. She
didn’t know what she was causing at the time.

Back in 1998, Jo and I were both regular posters in
ec.arts.sf.compesition, and 1 had just started posting in
rec.arts.3ffandom. I was going to bein South Wales for my
Grandmother-in-law’s goth birthday, and I asked Jo
where I should go in search of British novels that hadn't
crossed the Atlantic. In the end, she wound up inviting
my daughter Morgan and meto spend the afternoon with
her and Sasha. It wasthe first timeI'd met a Usenet cor-
respondentin person.

So I arrived after a brief unplanned tour of greater
Swansea, bearing a copy of Vonda Melntyre’s The Moon
‘and the Sun, We settled down to tea, mince pies, choco-
late log, and conversation. It’s hard to say which of those
enjoyed the most. Wealso shared a similar sense ofhow
much noise should be made by two eight-year-olds jump-
ing off a bed onto the floor above us.

If you're interested in the differences between British
and US politics, Norman churches, the influence of the
Norse on Wales, the theory and practice of writing fic-
tion, childrearing, really good sr, or the early historyof

 

 

BOOKS BY
JO WALTON

GURPS: Celtic Myth, Steve Jackson Games, 1996

The King’s Peace, Tor, 2000

Poems 2001, RunePress, 2001

Realms of Sorcery WERP, Hogshead Publishing, forthcom-
ing August 2001

The King's Name, Tor, forthcoming October 2001
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AVisit to Wales

by David Owen-Cruise

the Catholic church, you should talk to Jo. She knowsthis
stuff, and she’s good at both presenting her knowledge
andheropinions without making the listener feel igno-
rant, and she’s a goodlistener. Yes, I had a fine time,

So, how is my presence here Jo's fault? Just before my
trip to Wales, there had been a threaddiscussing the
notion thata fan was someone wholikedassociating with

other fans. After meetingJo, I was willingto call myself
a fan by that definition.

Myvisit with Jo also made me happily volunteer to
meetwith Patricia Wrede and Rachael Lininger for din-

ner when Rachael wasvisiting town the next spring. It
was at that dinner that Patricia strongly recommended
Minicon to Rachael and me.

This just goes to show, you can nevertell what tea,
pastry, and conversation can leadto.

 

 

New Alexandria Library and Resource

Center

houses materials for study and research on
Witchcraft, Neo-Paganism, Women’s Spirituality,
and Magick, including hard-to-find and out-of-print
materials. We maintain archivesthat preserve the
history, culture, and heritage ofesoteric spiritual

teachingsfrom around the world.
We also have rental space for classes, meetings and

other events.

Forfurther informationcall 612-823-3673

E-mail: paganlibrary@magusbooks.com

Orcheckout our webpage at:
http://www .magusbooks.com/newalexandria/
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SomeBurbling About Ken MacLeod

At first_glance, Ken
Macleodlooks quiet
and unassuming and
Scottish. He is
Scottish. It’s goodto
be right about one

He's
most

thing at least
one of the
astute people I've
ever met. There's an avwful lot going oninside his head
‘The first timeI met hima in person, at acon, he didn’t
have idea who T was, and he quoted something I'd
said on Usenet to me. It’s not everyone whocan manage
that. It wasn’t until thesecond time I met him that we
were actually introduced.

n was bornin Stornoway, Isle ofLewis, Scotland,
‘on2 August 1954. He married Carol on on & April 1981,
andhas two children, Sharon, 18, and Michael, 16. He
has a degre

    

  

 

 

zoology and an MPhilin biomechanics,

 

but he hasbe
lite, He's b
onwards, He's now afull time writer

a programmer for most of his working
1 involvedwith politics from student days

5 a8 well as the nov
and even theocca

   
els he's writtenpoemsandarticle
sional short story

‘What he writes is sr theway s¥ ought to be, all shiny
ith spaceships and new planets and burst

ing with ideas, but also withthree-dimensional characters
and exciting,  

ofboth genders.
Tcouldn’t quite get over The Star Fraction when I first

readit, I couldn't believe
1 couldn't b

fractured

was written by a British

 

writer, andy it wasn't. It's set in a
  

 

tain, and nobody who didn’t
know a lot about Britain and British small-scale splinter
politics could possibly have written it, But, .it wasn’t
depressing. It didn’t smell of overcooked cabbage. It had
privatised nuclear deterrence. It ev had guns! Andone   

  
of them was a sympathetic characte

 

rd it had won the
Prometheus Awardfor best libertarian sr. 1 thought its

Twas totally awed when I he

politics were far left, and all the libertarians I'd met, on
Usenet, appearedto beon thefar right. I wasn’t surprised
it was
gruntled that it didn't win,

While{ was still marvelling at this prodigy, I rushed
off to read The Stone Canal and was even moreknocked

anArthur C

 

larke Award finalist, was just dis- 

over by it. Part of The Stone Canal features More.

 

by Jo Walton

Novels

‘The Star Fraction (Legend, UK, hb 1995, pb 1996)
Arthur C. Clarke Awardfinalist, Prometheus
Award winner.

The Stone Canal (Legend, UK, hh 1996, pb 1997)
Prometheus Award winner.

‘The Cassini Division (Orbit, UK hb May 1998)
Arthur C. Clarke Award finalist, Waterstone's
Scottish Book of the Month.

THEWEB: Cydonia (Orion Children's Books, August
1998)

The Sky Road(Orbit, UK, hb 1999, pb 2000) BSFA
Award winner.

CosmonautKeep(Orbit, UK, hb 2000,pb 2001)

Articles:

‘The Aleppo Button’(review) New Dawn Fades, Issue
10.

‘Balkaniziranje Britanie i druge lose zamishi
(Balkanizing Britain and Other Bad Ideas) Mi iba
ni meso, Issue 3, Spring 1996. (Croatian fanzine)

“The Encyclopaedia of Fantasy’ (review) Scottish
Book Collector, Vol § No 7, Summer 1997.

“The Encyclopaedia of Fantasy’(review) Free Life, No
27, September 1997,

‘Science Fiction After the Future Went Away’ revalu-
ton, Issue 5, March 1998. Reprinted at the web:
site Infinity Plus.

‘Libertarianism, the Loony Left and the Secrets of the
Tuminat’ Matrix, Issue 127, September /October
1997, Reprinted by the Libertarian Alliance as
Personal Perspectives No 10, 1998.

Poems

‘Faith As A Grain Of Poppy Seed! Poetry and
Audience, Vol 23 No 3.

‘Succession’ New Dawn Fades, Issue 10.

Gursr Agricies ~ 9



Ken MacLeop Conrinue

Scottish people born in the 190sliving through the sev-
enties and eighties and nineties and on into the future,
and the otherpart of it features them living in an anarcho-
capitalist utopia hundredsof yearsin the future. I imme-
diately started wondering whetherI should have readit
first, as someofthe backgrounddetails of The Star Fraction
made a lot more sense after I'd read it. But the later part
happensafter the earlier book. The Stone Canalis a really
wonderful book. It’s a political novel that’s thoughtful
and exciting. And this time I wasn’t the slightest bit sur-

prised when it won the
Prometheus Award.

 

By
the
time The Cassini .
Division came out,

  

 

Vd started to work
out the pattern, and
someonechanged the rules
‘on me. I suppose they couldn’t
really give the Prometheus Award
to a book about a socialist utopia, no
matter how good it was. It was
Waterstone’s Scottish Book of the
Month, in May 1998. And, confusing the
“reading order” question even more, it was
the first ofhis books to be picked up by Tor and
given US publication, andso the first one most US
readers encountered, even though it definitely comes
after both of the others.

Then came The Sky Road, the final bookin the “Fall
Revolution” series, and the end of all hope ofreading
themin order, because it happens in an alternate
future to the far future part of The Stone Canal and
all of The Cassini Division, but with some of the
same characters. It’s my favourite of his nov-
els; both worlds in it are so well drawn,
andthe balance of characters and ideas
initis just perfect. It's what a lot of
old sr novels wouldhave liked to have
been when theygrew up. Andit fea-
tures a barbarian utopia. It won the
asa Award, and it’s eligible for the
dove Hugo andI'm keeping my fingers
crossed it gets on the ballot.

He's also written a children’s book, THE
WEB: Cydonia, which has flashes of brilliance but isn’t
up tohis adult novels.

10 ”

And he's just come out with Cosmonaut Keep, which is
in totally new series, out in the US any minute now, and
which Iam waiting for with scarcely concealed impa-
tience. I was really hoping it was going to get to me
before the deadline for writing this. I hear very good
things aboutit.

Tenvythose who haven't encountered Ken Macleod
yet, in books orin person, because the discoveries are all
ahead of you. He's fun to talk to andfull of ideas, and his
books, ob, his books!
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So how. does a run-of-the-mill over-intelligent: misfit
become the world’s only full-timeprofessional filksinger?

It takes a combination of things. In the case of Les
Fish, music, anarchism, science fiction, paganism, and a
generous portion of “you're not my problem!”

A canonical history of odd jobs only goes so far if the
objective is to not have a job! She says the oddest was
being a part-time phonepsychic, and the second oddest
was being a dominatrix in San Francisco. (Professional
tip: the proprietress kept a large bowloffresh-cut lemon
slices in the fridge to help fight off giggles.) So FoRTRAN
keypuncher in college (“sneaked revolutionary comments
into the interstices”), industrial day-labor (“which
inspired meboth to join the Wobblies and to write
‘Minnie the Freak"), yard-clerk (“cinder kicker”)for the
8 & © Railroad, and a year as under-editor for the Wob-
blies’ newspaper, The Industrial Worker,fll out thelist

 

FANNISH, WosBlY LESUE FISH

Les admits to having grown up in New Jersey; “dull,
ruthlessly respectable suburbs in dull, ruthlessly
respectable New Jersey, {with} dull, ruthlessly res-
pectable parents whose religion was Class Climbing and
whose passion was Making Money.” But her mother had
been a professional musician, and kept in practice; Les
claimsto rememberbeing able to sing before she could
talk. (The only drawback is that she claims that music
completely took over the music/math part of her brain,
leaving no room for math.)

She was also reading atthree. But when she asked her

 

Les Fish

by Neil Rest

mother what one of the words was in the “Bucky Bug”
comic book she was reading, the reaction was, *‘Oob,
ick:vi-o-lence! Sleaze! Trash! Low-class!’ She confiscat-

ed the comic-book and threwit away. That was when I
learned that adults could be hypocrites, thieves and
tyrants, more interested in ruling kids than in teaching
kids to be competent ~ and to befree, I had to keep
secrets from the grown-ups. Anarchism 101.”

‘When she was six, the family got its first television
set. Captain Video; Science Fiction Theatre; Tom Corbett, Space
Cadet; Rocky Starr, Space Ranger.

Fast-forward to high school test scores good enough
for early admission to college. University of Michigan in
AnnArborwasn't ucta, butit was far enough awayfrom
the parents, First day on campus, wandering around,
there's an announcement of a civil rights demonstration!
So Les was there, guitar in hand. Bo-ring! But the guy

who was runningthe picket
line, name of Tom Hayden,
was a founder of “this pro-

rights/anti-war group
called Students for a Dem.
ocratic Society. ‘Where do I
sign up?’ said 1.”

Well, you could
spend a lot of time in Sixties
politics, and Les did. It was
incredibly exhausting, too,
and by the time Nixon had
weaseled re-election out of
doubling our dead, and
announced he was capitulat-
ing, someofthe reaction was
just stuporous. Les watched
his announcement on tv with

the gang at the vvaw (Vietnam Veterans Against the
War) house, and wandered over to campus to see how
the draft-age guys weretaking the news. There was a big
crowd around the Tvin the student union. but they
were watching a sci-fi (sic) show, Star Trek.

That old interest in science fiction came off the shelf
with a vengeance! Watching. Reading. Filking. Cons.
Fanzines. Filking. Even dirty-pro-dom. Then someone
offered to press s00 copies of an album.So Les and the
rwwunion band, the DeHorn Crew, did Folksongs For
Folks Who Ain't Even Been Yet. The next More.
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2001: A BayCon Odd-I-See
“Thinking Outside The Monolith”

May 25 - 28, 2001
San José DoubleTree Hotel, San José, CA

Taking a newandslightly odd perspective on

SF, fantasy, and conventions.

Writer Guest of Honor — Rudy Rucker
Artist Guest of Honor — Bill Hartmann

Fan Guests of Honor — James and Kathryn Daugherty
Special Guest — Poppy Z. Brite

For moreinformation, visit our website at http://www.baycon.org.
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Les Poissons Continuep

year, “Steve Reubart offered to do a better
job (and 2000 copies worth), so Solar Sailors
gotpressed.”

In 1982, Off Centaur Publications, the
first commercial filk house, put on filk con,
Bayfilk, and invited Les. When she'd seen San,
Francisco, and its weather, and recorded
some Kipling, and Teri Lee asked, “ ‘Why
don’t you move out here and work for us?”
ALT said was: ‘Wait 'til I pack.””

California was “a lot more laid back "cause
the cops weren't chasing and beating me.”
Being house musician for Off Centaur was a
good gig, and learning to write songs on
demand was valuable, too. She continued to
beenthusiastic about paganism, and the sca
(Lasked what sort of pagan she'd say she was,
and she said, “Bardic; I'm a receptive empath,
but I can only project when I'm singing.”) She
thinks her reputation as “the great ninja-anar-
chist warrior” is “a real giggle,”just because
she doesn’t hesi-

  

   
  

the state laws

of California would (JES
line all the walls of a

library room, while the state
laws of Arizona take up two big
books ~ and one of chem is entirely mining
laws. So in "93 Les moved to Phoenix ("back
in hard land; Californiais soft land’).

She's been breeding cuts for intelligence
for a long time,and has succeeded, “Now I've
bred in thumbs. Now, if | can just give them
symbolism.”

‘There are three albums in the works, of
sundryorigins; when they manifest, they'll all
be from Random Factors, as will The Bastard
Children of Argo, a collection of "Bannedfrom
Argo" parodies. A novelization of “Banned
from Argo”iat the editors. The song book is
only four inches thick ~ nearly a thousand
songs-because the topical ones getdated
and are in another book.

Les says, “I’m happy with my life.
ve got everything but money.”

ianarchy according to leslie

hen did] becomean anarchist? Sometimein college,
Ws } saw that passing laws didn’t help anybody's

rights. Oh sure, we managedto gettheCivil Rights
Jawson the books~and the bigots simply found other
ways to keep Blacks poor and powerless and despised.
1 think what decided me wos studying the Bill of Rights,
‘and seeing howthoroughly those supposedly-absolute
Thou Shalt Nots had been shotfull of holes. In SDS } ran
into people whopointed me toward classic anarchist writ~
ings and histories, which } read and was amazed by.

"Power" —the ability to force others to do your will—is
the root of all evil. Money is merely a useful shorthand for
things-done orthings-made, and is completely neutral; you
can useit to buy foodor buy a law. Money's a useful
thing, and } think the poor should have more ofit (hell
} should hove moreof it). Power, on the other hand,is
something nobody should have except the power to get
the other guy's foot off your neck and hand outof your
pocket.

‘So what} hopetoseeis a society that’s free, knowi-

edgeable, and ableto bootstrapitself into spaceas fast os
possible. This planet is desperately overcrowded and over-
exploited (if you doubt that, look at Africa; the reason for
the recent rash of faminesis that the continent's popula-
tion hos doubled in the last thirty years, and there’s not
enough water or farmable land to feed that many people).
Theonly humane solutions to those two problems are
massivebirth-control now and mass cheap-stardrive erni-
gration as soon as we candoit. | fear the alternative,
because| seeit coming.

‘As to what a free society would belike, nobody knows
for sure becauseit's been so long since anyonedid it on
a large scale, ond accounts ofthe small-scale attempts are
hard fo comeby. | could tell you about Spain's anarchist
provinces in the years before the Spanish Civil War, or the
Ukraine when Nestor Makhno was protectingit, or the

 
| pirate society of Tortuga, orlife beyond reach of the law on

the Americanfrontier—too long to describe in detail here —
but even those give only a partial picture.

All those societies were infected by personal and cultur-
al habits of power-submission, surrounded by law-loving
enemies and “reformers” who limited their capacities and
ultimately did them in. They left intriguing hints of justice,
internal peace, lack of bigotry, prosperity, and flowering of
the arts and sciences— enough to make the experiment
well worth repeating —butjust whata totally free society

wouldevolve into over the long run, nobody really knows.
It would be fun to see, though, wouldn'tit?
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A Fishy Disco-Bibliography

Leslie's short stories can currently be found in C. J.
Cherryh’s “Merovingen Nights” series, in the anthology
Carmen Miranda's Ghost... (inspired by Leslie's own
song!), and several of the War World books published by
Jerry Pournelle. Her first pro novel, A Dirge For Sabis,
which was another collaboration with C. J. Cherryh,was
published by Baen Books; her second, The Firestorm
Chronicles (a planned trilogy)is in rewrite; and two novel
collaborations with Marc Ridenour and another solo are
‘making the rounds atpublishers. She has also done count-
lessstories, poemsandillustrations(yes, she draws, too!)
for numerous fanzines; chiefly Star Trek (including the
novel The Weight), but she also has out a fanzine “Road
Warrior” novel (Ourrider, from Manacles Press); she also
has a storyin a backissue of Autoduel Quarterly (a “Car
Wars” gamerzine),

The following albums of science fiction/fantasy
music, Rudyard Kipling poetry set to music, and some
general folk music, were done by Leslie; most are no
Tonger available from Random Factors, 3754 W.17oth
St., Torrance, cA 90504-1204; phone 310-329-6772;
fax 310-538-9208. [All of these except 1, ¢, 17 and 18
are tapes. Most were originally released by Off Centaur
Publications [ocr].

 

All of these except 1, 3, § and 19 — 21 are on the
Firebird label; 3 — 8 were formerly on the now-defunct
Off Centaur Publications label. Her Firebird titles, the

Kanefsky tapes, and the first Songworm have since been
taken out of print by Firebird. She also appears as per-
former, composer, and/or lyricist on many other
Firebird tapes, on many ofthe out-of-print Off Centaur
tapes, on some older Wail Songs and pag convention
tapes, and as songwriter on some Thor and Dodekatapes.

Guest Antics

14

15.

16

7

20.

an.

|. Our Fathers Of Old (more

by Mary Creasy
Solar Sailors, LP, originally recorded in 1977 {with
the Dehorn Crew] (Bandersnatchi Press) Star Trek

Solar Sailors, tape [reissue of above}
Skybound {oce] variety of songs, out of print
Cold Iron [3 editions, all oor] Kipling poems, his-
torical

Cold Iron Songbook {oc}

The Undertaker's Horse (Kipling poems, of his own
era)

Chickasaw Mountain (pagan and fantasy)
It's Sister Jenny's Turn to Throw the Bomb [with
Dehorn Crew]

Leslie Fish..Live! (from out-of-print con tapes)
Folk Songs For Folks Who Ain’t Even Been Yet (ST and
space) tape remaster of Leslie's first album with
the Dehorn Crew; iP originallyissued in 1976.
oor

Firestorm: Songs of the Third World War

Carmen Miranda’s Ghost [with Vic Tyler] space songs

Fever Season {with Heather Alexander} Merovingen
Nights songs

 

Tapeworm [wi
parodies

Tapeworm II {with Frank Hayes}

Heather Alexander] Bob Kanefsky

Tapeworm III {with Cecelia Eng}
Songworm 1 {songbook of same]

Songirorm 2-3 ( as 17; from Kanefsky)

 

ing historical poetry)
Random Factors. Tape out of print, CD forth-
coming,

Serious Steel (RE) (tape and CD) sca material with
Joe Bethancourt

Leslie Fish Not Canned Or Frozen (Wail Songs)
Collection of con performances, like 9



 

   Guest of Honor:

Eugene Roddenberry ur.
Artist Guest:

NeNe Thomas
Special Guests:

MSFFA's Dueling Blenders
(Midwest Science Fiction Fantasy Association)

It's not your typical Contraption:

Luau, Micro-brew Tasting Contest & Programming

Pot Luck Dinner Contest, with much, much more TBA!

Mail to: Membership Rates
Contraption Pre-reg $20
RO. Box 214055 At the door $30
Auburn Hille, Ml 48321-4055 The Eastin Hotel 31960 Little MackWeb:Contraption@Contraption.org pecna Mi as06e
www.contraption.org 810-296-6700

Landing in Detroit June 22-24th!!
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MynameisIrene and I married a Minicon Addict.

Longbefore Easter weekend, Minicon descends upon
our household. There are work parties and committee

meetings to attend and host, a hotel suite to reserve,
boarding to arrange for our three dogs, and children to
organize.

The signs of Minicon Addiction were there from the
beginning of our courtship. But it wasn’t until myfirst
MiniconthatI fully realized Minicon’shold on him.

I met Scott through Matchmaker.com and started

corresponding via e-mail. I learned that he was a Techno
Geek andavid readerofScience Fiction.

Then,he invited me to meeting at his home ofthe
Minnesota Science Fiction Society (Minicon’s parent
organization). Scott gave me the nickel tour. I was sur-
prised at howmuch stuffhe has in his house and mystified
by howneatit was. The walls of his house werelined

with bookcases, some double deep with books. Games

Peete

aie Wesrsey tke

Minicon Anonymous

by Irene Raun

were stacked on top the bookcases and there was a fish-
bow! full ofdice on the built-in in the dining room.

Our ninth date was a Minicon work party. The fun
and camaraderie was infectious. Within 2 month, 1
attended myfirst Minicon. It waslike watching a flower
bloom. I was being introduced right and left. He knew
everyone at Minicon.

But I couldn’t stay long. Which was a shame,I really
wanted to see the Furby Dance, and hear a Punnel. One
thing led to another. We got engaged shortly after
CONvergence and honeymoonedat Icon.

This will be my second Minicon, Last year, I was
merely an observer. This year I am volunteering. I'm
even thinking about participating in a panel for Minicon
37. Eventually, I may work up to full Minicon Addict sta
tus myself

I’m sure you'll see Scott and me around, We'll be the
couple kissing in the hall,

questions to determi
you know i¢

a Minicon Addict

 

Do you own more Science fiction books than your IQ?
Did you go to Steve Brast’s Going Away party?
Do you refer to the owners of Dreamhaven Books or Uncle

Hugo's as your pushers?

Do you remember knee-deep fog in the consaite?

Do you think one of the best parts of con ig Tharsday night?

Do you know the recipe for blog?
Do you make book on the color of Slugger’s hair?
Do you practice at home for the Farby Dance?

Do you know what the Bozo Bas Tribane is named after?

Do yoa Jook forward to Ask Dr. Mikeall year long?
GeverAt INTEREST ~ y



 

SomeDestinations are more Picturesque than Others

or, Whatreally matters is what you do when you get there

WhenRachael asked meif she could put mysketches in
the program bookthis year, she wanted a few words to
go with them. “But it needs to be fan oriented,” she
warned me. “Can you do that?”

At first glance, sketches from a three-week trip to
India may seem to bear small relation toattending a con
over Easter weekend in Minneapolis, Minnesota. These
sketches were my way of coping with a jarringlandingin
an utterly foreign culture andenvironment. There were
peoplepressing meat all sides, talking a language—my lan-
guage— with peculiar and unrecognizable intonations and
jargon, much of it barely comprehensible, andit felt a
struggle of heroic proportions just to balance feeding
myself with finding a place to sleep with actually getting
around and seeing the sights I had cometo see:

Soundfamiliar? Welcome to your basic st convention.
Sure, Minicon has calmed down a tad over the past cou-
ple of years. The quality of bizarre and extended cara-
vansarai has somewhat gone to earth. But don't be
fooled! Attend this con, and you

 

 

 

 

 

by Katya Reimann

are entering an extended culture, spread erratically
across time and space. Many of thepeople around you
knoweach other ~ by sight, if not by person, and that
breeds a unique sort of familiarity. They see each other
episodically ~at one convention or another, overlapping
in Midwestern Cons, or West or East Coast Cons,or in

some subsection of yearly repetition of these events
They know how to rapidly create an environmentofint
macy and shared knowledgein any of the con venues in
which they find themselves.

It can be intimidating. People immersedso deeply in
their own culture can forget what it's like not to know
the jargon, not to know therituals surroundingthe “col-
lection offriends andextended acquaintances pre depar-
ture for dinner,” the appropriate behavior towards the
‘god-like among us (they know whotheyare, even if you
don’t!), all the little ways of making a convention a good
time and a memorable experience. They for-
get the

ee
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things that newcomers don’t knowand can’t even guess
at, and it is hardfor some of them to transition back to
the mindset of newness — or maybe a little too boring.
They've doneit before, helping to integratethe folk who
camebefore you —last year, or the year before, or the
year before that, Some of themwill figure: if youreally
want to keep coming to cons, you'll work out these
things for yourself, That's what they did.

You areon your own here. But that’s ok.
Back to my sketches. With my India trip (to this d

can't remember how it worked out that [took this trip.
knowonly that I was living in England,a friend of mine
‘was getting married in Madras, and Aeroflot offered the
second cheapest airfare after UzbekiAir, which my
boyfriend and I figured was probably flying Aeroflot’s
rejects, and wesimplywere notwilling to venture). The
day that { made my first sketch,at the ruins of Feroz Shah
Kotla Mosque,was the first day I really enjoyed myself
there.

From the momentofour touchdown, timehad been

runningfrenetically, on the rickshaw drivers’ schedules.

 

eure HOUAR PNKace

Orthe street vendors’. Or the hotel people's. Then,
finally, when I took out my watercolors and sat down on.
the grass to make my first picture, suddenly control came
back. [had something to do. I was something to do. After
a few moments of roughing my sketch in, Thad a crowd
surrounding me, with four skinny boys at the front, co-
opted by Matt to hold the others back and keepme from
being overrun,

The sketch turned out well. I wanted to do others.
Matt wanted me to do others. Wetook ourlittle act —
because it became an act, ro doubt there! —from Delhi,
to Bangalore, to Mysore, and finally to Madras. By the
time we reached Madras, we really knewwhat we were
doing. We were enjoying ourselves. My last sketch was
of a garishterracotta horse. Somehowwe ended up on a
daylong bus trip to visit points south ofthe city ~and the
last stop(after we were annoyingly rushed awayfrom the
fabulous sea temples of Mahabalipuram)was a stupid, dis-
appointing, concrete-laden theme park fenced off from
the sea by a nasty chain-link fence with razor wire at the
top. More.
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Destinations Continue

It could havebeen depressing
But there was a class of ten-year-old schoolgirls waiting for us, and

there in front of me wasthat garish horse. I sat down on a concrete block
andpulled out my materials. The girls clustered in —T could smell the
strings of jasmineblossoms strung in their hair. They giggled and jostled
andPirted with my hunky western boyfriend. I took my pencil, and
sketched that foolish horse

And somehowhe came out looking well, and pleased with himself,
and he stands for measa reflection of those happy times, that surprising
pleasure-filled moment.

Slow down, relax, enjoy yourself at Minicon in the way that fits best
with you, Make up your ownprivate sketchbook, lite
Look for your own way to connect. Before you know it, you'll discover
that this convention has become yours, and you too are a part of the

  

orotherwise.

Saint Paul,
March 2001

 20 ~ GeNERAL INTEREST



Treesgrow through LIME. What we see as 4

central trunk with roots and braxches splitting off, tapering

as they divergefrom the center, ir actually a three-dimensional

slice ofa higher-dimensional object. What appears as a tapering

branch ic actnally,a constant-width branch casing itr way into

another tine-poriod. Ths iswhatholds space-time together.

5 alto whyprogresstendstDOG oies 2 vithfewer trees,

thefabric oftonetslooser, and sdear canfloat down into the

presentfrom theputure,  ¢ With carefulstudy and effort,

one can learn to sight along a branch and lookjuto the distant

future orpart Itt diffienlt and risky, though. Lean toofar

 

towards whatyou're looking aby andyon couldwind ”% with

your eye, orpart offyour head, inthewrong time-slice. Then

you lean ina diferent dettewathehegradientshears

ters‘seht off-

— Avram Gromer
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The Hidden World of Science Fiction Poetry
or, Sex, Lies and Poetry: Ten Reasons You Should Read Poems

'd like to take you ona gritty trip, showyouthe dirt, the
seamy underbelly ofthe lucrative, exotic, and wildly
popular science fiction poetry industry. Minicon, howev-
cer, is not paying me enough to purchase the necessary dis-
guises, false ups and bodyguards to get at the real truth,
This article will barely scratch the surface.

Science. Fiction, Poetry. Manypeople are not used to
those words in close succession. The first two, yes.
(Especially amongpeople reading this program book.)
The third—many people run when you mention the word
poetryin anycontext. Othersputartificial—and unnec-

ualifiers on it, mostly having to do with thyme.
it don’t rhyme,it ain't poetry” or “I hate that

thymey-dimeystuff.” The truth is, there are excellent —
and egregious—examples ofboth rhymed poetryand free

Still, manypeople who avidly read science fiction shy
awayfrom science fiction poetry. (I am using the term
science fiction loosely, and including fantasy and horror
and science and surrealisin,...) Why the fear of poetry?
Beats the heck out of me. (That's the poctic term for “I
haven't a clue.”)

 

eo   

by Laurel Winter

Given the fact that you are reading the Minicon Program
Book, I am not going to try to talk you into reading sci
ence fiction/fantasy/horror/etcetera. You probably
already have at least a nodding acquaintance with the
stuff.As for poetry ofall types, here are ten reasons—but
wait, who is this Laurel Winter and why should youlis-
ten to her on the subject ofpoetry? Maybe you shouldn’t,
but here's the obligatorylist of credentials~most but not
all of them true. ([s there a prize for picking out thelies?
Yes! Accost me with one ofthe lies during Miniconand I
will recite a poem for you on the spot.)

So here's the skinnyon Laurel Winter: Wooed by the
ULS. Marine Corpsin 1976. Poetry editor of Talesofthe
Unanticipated for 9 years and 12 issues, so far. Winner of
the Rhysling Award ofthe Science Fiction Poetry
Association and the Asimov's Reader’s Poll Award for
“why goldfish shouldn’t use powertools” (1998, long
poem) and “egg horror poem” (1999, short poem). Close
personal friend of Edna St. Vincent Millay. Bought the
poem that wonthe Rhysling for 2000. (“Grimoire” by
Rebecca Marjesdatter, Toru 20) Member of the exotic
and dangerous “Lady Poetesses from Hell.” Once com-

posed poem on the cold corpse of an egg. (Had to
write “continued on next egg,” as it was

too long...) Published a novel
with poetic quotes heading the

chapters (Growing Wings,
Houghton Mifflin, fall

2000). Has the poems
of Emily Dickinson
committed to mem.
ory. Convinced yet?
Okay.
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Ten Reasons You Should Read Poetry

1. Increases mental acuity, Poetry is not always transparent. Sometimes you have to workto get the meaning
This can be a useful skill when reading a manual written, supposediy in English, by someone whose first
language is Chinese, or “computer.”

2. Forget Prench ~ poetry is the language of love. (A hint: get beyond *Roses are red....")
3. Poetry is almost always shorter than a novel or story. Therefore, you invest less time in reading it.a

novel or story turns out to be crap, you'vewasted more time thanif a poem turns out to be crap. if the
poem tume cat to be excellent, yeu have time to read several more poems. Orreread the same one. Or
even memorizeit

4. If you are ever marooned on a desert island, reciting ‘Jabberwocky’ can keep you sane. (Well, maybe
not...but it wil keep you entertained while you go insane.)

5. Less is more. A brilliant, concise image can stick in your mind and haunt you. Forever

6. Reading poetry leads to writing poetry and writing poetry leadsto immense wealth and incredible fame—
no, wait, that’s being a rock star or getting caught at insider trading, not writing poetry. Sorry. Writin,
pony lode slingaol Bt 347 av, xcarchlag korthe perfect word for thes Od here thes ecdond
stanza

7. It's easier to carry your Favorite poem in your wallet than your Favorite novel

8. Poems don't kill trees; endless fantasy series kill trees. (can rea hope members of the spcefs (the
society for the prevention of cruelty to endless fantasy series) didn't read this far...)

Buying poetry béoks gives you good karma, adds shina to your aura, and decreases (orIncreases = your
choicesthe chance that you wil be abducted by aliens. (Okay, 60 Just made this up. Buying poctrybooks
gets you good poetry ard a warm fecling and the undying gratiude-of the poet, whe has not become
srcalthy lgng awake at 5:7 ai. ecarching forthe perfect word forthe third line in the eecond stanza.)

10. Reading poetry gives you a certain cachet, an otherworldly air. It conveys to people that Earth is not
necessarly yourhome planct. (And here you thought fandom was the kay..3
 

So there you have ten semi-random reasons. Poetry can Award-winning Blesing the Boats. That poem cased my
comfort, horrify, enlighten, make you wet your pants heart. (For that matter, so did the title poem, “blessing
laughing. The best poems you will never forget. The best the boats.”)
poems are a gift. A few days after Jenna Felice, amuch- I am not promising that every poem you read will be
loved Tor editor, died, I was struck by good. But the good ones are outthere, strange and won-
Lucille Clifton’s poem, 5 derful fish lurking on some unexpected page. Don't let
“the death of fred clifton” them get away.
from her National Book
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Glimpses of My Apahacking History

What is an apa? “Apa” stands for Amateur Press
Association. An apa is a collection ofindividuals’ contri-
butions. The collection is known as a “distribution” or
“disty.” Disties are assembled by collating individual piles
of copies into piles of collated copies. Apas have been
called conversations in print and are certainly mimicked
today in chat rooms. Apazines have been around fandom
for a verylong time.

When I found fandom in about 1978 ~ 79, Mike
Wood was running Minneapa, andit was huge, sometimes
running to three sections (sections beinglimited by the
size of a staple). Collations were a big part of Minn-stf
meetings. I thought it would be neat to be a part of that
publication, soI paid my quarter and got on the wait-list,
which was also huge. Eventually I made it to the top of
the list and becamea contributing member. I called my
‘Minneapa-zine Random Shivers, based on something my
‘then-to-be-future husband David S. Cargo said, and I

published 100 issues ofit, from Minneapa 123 through
233. Steve Brust in Minneapa myfrst zine was the best first-
ish (issue) he'd ever seen. I replied in the following disty,
“Busitt! Whatcan I say? I feelit will all be downhill from

The Spiritual Journal
of God’s Meatball

(Stipple-apa #2)

+ssWhen in high school, I read a
very lot of science fiction but
drifted away Zrom it when I began
spending more time at bars with
the people I worked with than
alone at hone with myselz and a
good book. I was introduced to
fandom about two years ago (minus
a few months) and gosh, there's
no place like home! (Eyes fill
with unshed tears.) and I know
if I ever go looking tor ny
heart’s desire again, I won't go
any farther than 3040 Harriet
Avenue South (unless he’s not at
home). (Cheers! Applause!
Pandemoniun!)  14 ”

byJudie A. C. Cilcain
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now on.(Ihopethat’s nota self-fulfilling prophecy.)" I'm
notsure if it was or not, butit didn’t stop me from writ-

 

*Matthew Tepper started Stipple-Apa in 1980, initially
for those who were on the long Minneopa wait-list,
though he welcomed others to membership as well. I
decidedto join Stipple-Apa too,and I have now published
176 issues for that. Stipple-Apa has had 176 issues, hence
V've not missed an ish, which I obviously did for ten
‘Minneapas. Minneapa was collated monthlythen; Stipple-
Apa (for Saint Paul, by the way~Mipple-Stipple, doncha
know) was and is collated every six weeks, And for
Stipple-Apa I decided to have a different title each ish,
which [ have done and for which I give the explanations
every twenty-fifth one. I began with Used Food; 176 was
Raapberry Cream Sow, My favorite title so far was Chicken-
_fiee Checking, 1 also offered to do the cover everyninth
issue, and I have done this (plus many others besides).
Whynine? Nine is my favorite number, and it just
seemed likeit was a good ideaatthetime.Actually, some
ofthem have been pretty lame, butI've notregretted the
offer. I stil like the first one I did (with a zine title of the
same name) ~The Leisure Tomato, Stipple-Apa9.

I spent abitoftime recentlygoing over old Stipple-Apa
zines of mine.It brought back lots of memories, but what

GENERALINTEREST



struck me most ofall, though, was the realization that
ve been doing this for ewenty-one years! 1 was 36 when
Seipple-Apa was started. Intellectually, I know that we are
‘coming up on Stipple-Apa 177, butit didn’t really com-
pute mentally that that represents over twenty-years of
writing. My whole life has changed in that time—mylit-
te girl Kashia grew up, got married, was widowed. I was
divorced, changed my name(I used to be Judy Curney),
‘was president of Minn-StF (yeah, I know, just a figure-
head) andlater onits board, remarried, became a grand-
ma, All this is recorded in the natter in myzines. Natter
is whatI'm doing now. . blathering, talking to you. The
conversations in the zines go on among members, but
often natter is added, as are con-reports, trip reports,
etc, I send copies of my zines to my mother and a few
friends, as a way for them to keep up to date on what I'm
upto.
7 in Suppledpa 120 I took over as the 00x, Offical

Official Koolaider, which is to say that I run the apa. I
coordinate the table of contents page (ToC,pronounced
“talk,” and which in Stipple-Apa is called “ToC to Me,
Baby”. .it was called other things by previous ooxs) and
the other side, which in Stipple-Apa lists the minimalistic
Rhules and the members’ names, addresses, phone num-
bers. I line up collation sites and at the collation itself

TALES
OF THE

UNANTICIPATED
published byRuse Press

126 pages of
off-the-beaten-path speculative fiction

now in gorgeous trade paperback!

Cometo our

TOTU #22 PUBLICATION PARTY
Friday, 9 p.m.-2 am.

(location details on signs)

Partake of

THE MINICON 36 SPECIAL
Foreach issue you buy this weekend,

youget anotherissue of equal or lower cost

FREE!

censure the pages are set up to be collated correctly. After
collatio is performed, I staple the zines and distribute
them to the assembled members, Spec(ulation) copies are
available because we always welcome new members
‘Stipple-Apa currently has a copy count of20 and a mem-
bership of 15, including two from Canada. We've had
Australian andif I recall correctly British membersin the
past.

‘Apas are not instantaneous, but they do fulfill a func-
tion. ..a permanent record of exchanges with other fen,
or semi-permanent perhaps, because some ditto does
fade with the years. Ditto? Yup,I still do the ToC on
ditto. Daddy Warbucks, David’s ditto machine purchased
at Honeywell over twenty years ago, has served us well.
Sometimes still do myzines on ditto, too, depending on
the timing ofthings.

I started reading over myissues from the beginning
and really got caught up in my thinking/interests/living
ofthe time. I noted that Will Shetterly was Bill Shetterly
but only for aboutthe first twoissues. A sample of other
past and current members of Stipple-Apa: Victor
Raymond, DennyLien,Elise Matthesen, Dean Gahlon,
Terry Garey, Charles E. Hamilton Ill, Lee Pelton,
Neeters, Bruce Schneier, Jeanne Mealy, Ken Fletcher,
Emma Bull, Neil Belsky, and on and on and on. .

Fiction and Poetry by Rising Stars
Neil Gaiman, Maureen F. McHugh, Eleanor Amason,

‘Stephen Dedman, Mark W.Tiedemann,
John Calvin Rezmerski, Martha A. Hood

Interviews with the Masters
Gore Vidal, Ursula K. Le Guin, Fritz Leiber,

Kate Wilhelm & Damon Knight,
Jack Williamson, Jonathan Carroll

Artists Include
Rodger Gerberding, Suzanne Clarke,

‘Margaret Ballif Simon, H.E. Fassl, Cindy Rako

Reading Submissions for #23
May 10-June 15, 2001.

No submissions by email, please.

Single copy mail order: $8; four issue-subscription: $20.
Heckuva Deal” (#1 photocopy facsimile, #2-21 back issues,
and subscription through #25): $50. Checks to Minnesota SF
Society. Canadian subscribers send $23 U.S. currency for four
issues; $55 for the "Heckuva Deal” (cash or money order).
(Overseas subscribers send $28 U.S. currencyfor fourissues;
‘$60for the "Heckuva Deal” (cash or money order)

Tales of the Unanticipated
PO Box 8036

LakeStreetStation

Minneapolis MN55408
Visit our website at http:\\TOTU.home.attnet/

email TOTU@worldnet att.net



 

Instant Pa

Room parties are a convention staple, People host them
to promote other conventions, draw together people
with like interests, and make sure their friends know

where to find them, If any of
these reasons appeal to you, con-
sider having a room party. You
‘might have cometo Minicon with
no intention of, nor plans for,
throwing a party, but don’t let
that stop you if you're feeling
convivial and inspired. You can

 

41. Fold 2 margins. Make
them the cone swe,” knock together a great time with

almostnotroubleatall.

Many people spend
weeks planning elaborate
themes, decor, food, and
drink for their roomparties,
and these can be marvelous.
But let's assume lightning
has struck, mid-way through
the con, and you've found
yourself planning a room
party. You have no resources other than your Swiss Army
Knife and whatever is your hotel room.

The rock-bottom requirements are
scant. You need a room. Though the
Worldcon’s traditional “Ladies Loo Party”
right be considered a room partyin some
larger, more inclusive definition, we'll
assume you, or someone you know, has a
hotel room that can be used for a party.
Make sure a noisy party on your floor
won't bother non-Minicon guests. Ask
around among the concom; someonewill know.

You'll want guests, so advertise your party.
Depending on whom you want to attract, you could put
a sign on the Tower of Parties, you could get listed in the
BozoBus Tribune, you could hangsigns on the various pan-
els available for just this purpose around the convention,
Don’t tape anything to the walls; the hotel will be
annoyed and will tear them down, And tell people, of
course, Forgot your sign-making supplies? Ask if the BBT
copying set-up can be used for otherjobs. Ask if there're
extra markers or crayons on the Bridge or in the
Consuite. Ask the front desk for some hotel stationary.
[Ask people who'vealready had room partiesifthey have

 

2. Tum over, and fold in hat.

8. Fold in
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rty—Just Add Room!

by Karen Cooper

any extra paper. Someone will have tape. There’s lots of
this sort of thingfloating around; talk to people and ask if
they can help you out.

You'll need party supplies. This is generally acknowl-
edged to mean “food and drink,” although quite success-
ful room parties have been thrown without either. But
let's not leavethis to chance, Ift’s coming up on Sunday,
you've got to be creative, since nearly all the stores are
going to be closed. Here's how I see your resources:
you've gotthe con, you've gotthe hotel, and you’ve got
the Kwik-E-Mart.

First the con: if the Consuite has overbought an item
and will not use all of it, they'll knowit before the end of
the convention. There may well beextra radishes or
cheez doodles or something, and they might be happy for
you to give it ahome. Ask. They may well say “So sorry,”
but you could end up doing them a favor. There’s been
years when, post-con, Thad 7 or 8 cases of potato chips in
my garage, or Imade a couple ofgallons ofcream of cel-
erysoupfrom Consuite leftovers, so I know over-buying
and under-using can happen.This is also true of other
room parties. Anybodywhose party hasalready happened
mayvery well have extra food or drink that they're plan-
ning on donating to the Consuite. You could just save

them the trouble of
hauling it down there
and take it off their

hands. People are usu-
ally so willing to help
each other out ~ I've
borrowed a microwave

from other con-goers,
just because someoneI

barely knewwalked by with it and I suddenly wanted to
have a Bacon Party. Ask, and
almost certainly you shall
receive,

Next, the hotel: in many
fine hotels, Room Service
will sendup to your room a
full bottle of distilled spirits,
your choice of brand. Wine
andbeer are also available.
It'll cost at least three times
what you would have spent
in the liquor store around

the top and bottom comers.

 

4, Tuck the bottom cuffsinto
the top cuts.



 

the comer, but you can get it when the liquor store is
closed, and that might be a feature you think is worth
paying for. Room Service can also send up platters of cru-
dité, bread and cheese, almost anything you mightwant,

all at usurious prices. If you
have the money,getting the
hotel to provide what you
wantis the simplest solu-
tion.

Then there’s the

Kwik-E-Mart, a generic
term appropriated from The
Simpsons. I've no idea where

5. Fold the comers into the Matt Groening stole it. The
as suggested local convenience

store, guaranteed to be open.
even onEaster Sunday morning,is the SuperAmerica on
agth and Lyndale. The sa (locals spell, rather than pro-
ounce, the acronym) is on
the bus line (Route 4), but
bus service will be slow on
Easter. You'll do better to
drive or take a cab over

there.

They've got a bit of
everything. You can get
cheese and crackers, pop
(that'd be soda, out-of.
towners), juice, breakfast 6. Fold the top and bottom

points in, then unfold

  

cereal, salty crunchies,
pretty good doughnuts, M&Ms in the one-
poundbag, and so on. Thoughthe selection is
limited, shopping with the right attitude is key.
Your whole party has a bit oflast minute quirk
to it; play to your strengths. You might sud-
denly need a bag of cajun pork rinds, You could
have a desire for a small oobleck pond: sasells

corn starch. If you've borrowed something to
cook them with, you might get TV dinners to
go with your “Xena” viewing

Ifyou want decor, sa has a pretty good mag-
azine rack, You could grab some copiesof the
Weekly World News and post the goodstories
around the room. (The hotel will utterly hate that, but
it’s your hotel room.) You could do a Martha Is Not A
Fan party, and bring proof. Or, you could get a roll of
white paper and putthat up and let people do a conven-
tion timeline, or a cartoon strip, or a serially written
story, or anything you like.sa sells freezer paper, which
will do nicely to coloron.

Now my personalbiasisthis: don’t ask people to eat
outofplastic bags.It's tacky, and you can always do bet-
ter. Cut paper bags down to 3 inchestall, and you've got
an instant bread basket or serving bowl. Put the M&M’s
in a cup or mug. What's in your hotel room?Use it! Or
use theillustrations with this article to make some origa-
mi serving pieces. Freezer paper has a plastic-coated
‘moisture-proofside that will hold damp stufflike pickles
for a good couple of hours, or you can put truly wet stull
into an origami dish madeoftwothicknesses ofpaper:
That will lasts longas your party. If you can’tfind freez-
er paper, use aluminum foil: “And clean up’s a snap!” I

used this very partyware

   

  
   

  

idea at a room
party at the last ConFusion
It worked wonderfully well

These are just some options.
You'll have to bring your own
goofyperspective to the mix.
Personally, I can’t wait to see   
 

7. Lift cutfs to open box. Crease cor-
ners to make a rice box shepe.

8. Voila
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The Science of Science Fiction

by Graydon Saunders

Text here not shown by
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michael sheard: sritsh actor ~ admiral ozzel in

The Empire strikes Back and adol Hitler in indy 3
Peter Mayhew: chewbaccainthe orginal

‘tar wars Tlogy
crit galas: specifects makeup ast of ws724 and
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CH, Morgan: SF and Fantasy artist and an illustratorfor

publishersincluding wizards ofthe Coast
PLUSRETURNING GUESTS:
harry knowles Jay “rather ceek” knowles
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minnesota SF fandom’s biggest party of the year returns to the Radisson Hotel south with anotherlineupof

great guests, great programming and live entertainment.  or
; 4

a
PLUS THESE :

CONVERGENCE FEATURES
«Le Bands & by oance
+ feat Programming
+2 Floors of cabana Room Parties,
and New
Convergence features:
+The mark Time SF audio awards
+ connie Place

cinema Rex Movie Room
Theater nigpon anime Room
The masquerade
ealers' Room
‘at show and auction
Gadgeteers' petting 200
COF.E; Free Coffee Shop  
 

convergence-con.org



 

The Galactic Patrol:
protectors of fandom, fun, and flaming laser death.

(To blast off for Boston in 2004)
Worldcon-proven, convenient, connectedfacilities
(Sheraton Boston Hotel & Towers, Copley Marriott, & the Hynes Convention Center)

An exciting, beautiful, historic city
(Tall ships...art museums...baseball...historic tours...restaurants...theater...)

A dedicated,cre: , hard-working committee
(Meetusat ourparties...coming to a convention near you!)

Affordable prices. Easy international destination.

A Boston Worldcon won’t be ours. It will be YOURS!

To contact Boston in 2004:

P.O. Box 1010 email: info@mcfi.org

Framingham, MA 01701 http://www.mcfi.org,

USA Fax: 617.776.3243

Boston in 2004is a bid to host the 62nd World Science Fiction Convention,
Labor Day weekend, 2004, Boston, Massachusetts.

Galaxy-savingis just our hobby. 



 

Auntie Plokta’s Advice for the Lovelorn

How is it that one is supposed to start
receiving a fanzine? I understand that
once I’ve received one edition, the done
thing is to Loelegantiy, gracefully and
swiftly, and that if the LoG is adequate
then I might be favoured with another edi-
tion of the same magagine...but is the

  

That’s certainly one approach. However, the
traditional way to start receiving fanzines is to read
reviews of fanzines, or listen to people talking about
fanzines. Once you've heard a few names, shyly send a
briefletter, enclosing a couple of stamps (or, for foreign
fanzines, a couple of cash dollars), to the editors of
fanzinesthat sound interesting, saying roughly “Please can
you send me a copy ofBrilliant. I'm enclosing a couple of
stamps.” A couple oflines to the effect that you've heard
Brilliant is brilliant, and that you will endeavour to LoC,
won't hurt either.

Not everyonewill send you a fanzine, butplentywill,
With the fanzine I co-edit, Plokea, requests ofthis kind get
the current issue if I have stock, and otherwise hang
around until the next mailing. They don’t normally go
“on the mailing list”unless wereceive a LoC.But don't be
discouraged if you send a letter and don’t hear back.
Somefanzines are produced rery infrequently, and most
people request fanzines just after an issue has come out,
because that's when they're reviewed. If you send plenty
of requests, you will get enough fanzines to be going on
with

Staying on mailing lists: now, thatisa trick. You oer-
tainly need to write after getting the first issue, but you
don’t normally need to LoC every single issue, or any-
thing like that. Faneds are normallyfairly mercurial
about mailing lists. Regular correspondents don’t ever
have to worry. People who never, ever put pen to paper
sometimes carry on getting the fanzine for ever, just
because they're cool, or have some other reason for get-
ting it like being close personal friends. But basically,
after you've written once, most editors will warn you
before chucking you off. Plokta warns twice;I'm not sure
why. I just used to realise that I was hesitating before
dumping people,so I formalised it.

ALLo€ does not have to be a lengthy thing comment-
ing on depth on everything in the fanzine. Lots ofpeople

  

 

by Alison Scott

normal way to start receiving new fanzines
to pub my own ish and then send copies to
everybody I know whom I know to publish
fanzines?

Help!
‘Thomas Womack

makethis mistake. Far better to write wittily on one
topic than turgidly on seven, and even slightly better to
write turgidly on one topic than turgidly on seven. Only
‘commenton things if you've got somethingto say. Ifnot,
then a LoC that says, “while reading Bert’s piece on bat-
keeping, I was reminded ofsomethingthat happened dur-
ing myholiday in Portugal...” is just fine. But LoCs
should generally contain something of substance; an
annual e-mail saying “thanks for Plokea; it's a fun read”
doesn’t quite cut the mustard. Those five issues of Plokta
cost a substantial amountoftime, energy and moneyto
produce and post, and the active involvementof our
‘mailinglist is our reward, I have never heard of editors
requiring LoCs to pass a quality threshold beyond that,
andI've never cut anyoneoff the mailing list for sending
us dull letters. They just get edited sharply before appear-
ingin the fanzine.

It seems all strange and complicated and antediluvian
(orat least older than I am, but I am but an egg...); 1
think I’m too shy to want my thoughts enshrined on actu-
al paper and sentby actual post; nr and HTTP seem
morefriendlily ephemeral,

Almost all fanedsare on e-mail; so you can send your
LoC that way. But take as much care over the words as if
you were hand-crafting them on vellum. E-mail is not an
excuse for sloppy writing.

It used to be that most fanzines took subscriptions,
and somestill do, We've auctioned a few subscriptions
for the fan funds, but in general, it's entirely too much
like hard work to keep track of money, and issues paid
for. Taking subscriptions also implies an obligation to
keep publishing,

But you're rightthatloccingall these fanzinesis hard
going, Somepeoplethrive onit, but a key part of the
impetus that keeps me producing fanzines is the knowl-
edge that if I publish regularly, J never have to write LoCs
myself.
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Unsaid Words: Thoug

I walked around all night with Karen Cooper's Hugo
acceptance speech in my pocket.

She ended up not needingit. We didn’t win a Hugo
for the Minicon 34 Restaurant Guide. 1 didn’t findit neces-
sary to prepare; I estimated our chances of winning at
about the same as my chances of visiting
the moon.But Karen felt it was better to ‘
be scripted than tongue tied, and shewas T ‘:
probably right. “ed xe

Fate has ordained that the men who
went to the moon to explore in
peace will stayon the moon to rest
in peace.

In Julyof 1969, President Nixon
had a speech prepared in the
event that the Apollo 11 astro-
nauts were stranded onthe

Tt too, was never
delivered.

Language is an amazing abil-
ity humans have. They form
thoughts into words, and then
sentences and paragraphs.
These words are unleashed
upon the world and travel
through space and time to
another human, where they are
converted back into thoughts.

Often the processfails. The
clever remark is never said, the
book remains unpublished, the
speech is never given. The para-
graphs fall back into the primordial
sea of thoughts and words. The
metaphors disappear, to be redis-
covered. The
tions empty, to be used again. If
words are spoken in an emptyfor-
est, who hears them? If words are
whispered and forgotten, were they
ever said?

Nixon's speech, written by William
Safire, disappeared for thirty years until a
reporter accidentally found it in the National
Archives. It was brief sixteen sentences~and touching

moon.

sentence construc-
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hts on Losing a Hugo

by Bruce Schneier

Its closing words echoed British poet Rupert Brooke:
For every human being who looks up at the moon in the
nights to come to know that there is some corner of
another world that isforever mankind.

Weall with that such words had never been
necessary, but in 1986 President Reagan
had to deliver a similar speech, written

by Peggy Noonan. Her closing
words echoed another poet,

James Gillespie Mage

s,

fo}

 

     

   
   

   
  

  

We will never forget them, nor
the last time we saw them, this
morning, as they preparedfor
the journey and waved goodbye
‘andslipped the surly bounds of
earth to touch theface of God.

Karen’s words are not
unnecessary. Despite the
cliché, it was an honorto be
nominated. It was exciting
to be on the Hugoballot, to
attend the nominees recep-
tion, and to be escorted to
our reserved seats at the
‘ceremony.It was fun wan-
dering around Chicon
wearing a “Hugo Award
Nominee” ribbon and a

rocket pin, It was even enter-
taining watching the perplexed
expressions on the face of fans
who asked what we were nom-
inated for. We thank those
who nominated us for the
honor, whatever
Byzantine rulesallowed for our

work to appear on the ballot.

and

When I was about 11, I read Asimov's It was thefirst
inkling I had that Fandom existed, and 1 only halfbelieved
those magical things happening at the Hugo ceremonies. 1
never, ever imagined that one day one of those miracles
would happen to me. I am delighted beyond words. Thank
‘you all so very much



 

How Doesa Sales Ranking Mean?

rec.arts.sffandom: lain Rowan, Damien Neil, Ken MacLeod, &Erik Olson

‘In five years, the sales ranking will be obsolete,’ said the salesman.
The sales ranking dilated.
We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of the desert when the

sales rankings began to take hold.
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Like a Bright    Light on the Road to Damascus

by James Nicoll

I was waking upto an article on the cnc about a Christian
woman, a former American, who was upset that prayer is no
onger allowed in Saskatchewan schools. Sheeither wanted
or got (I was waking up, and alertness is not myforte at the
best of times) a special in-school club where the Christians
couldget together for religious purposes.

Another woman, also a Christian, was opposedtothis, on
various civil liberty grounds, not the least of whichis imo that
clubslike this are very good at stigmatising non-members. (I
say this as the former Bad Example for the Interscholastic
Christian Fellowship.)

Another problemis that the ex-Americanis a Creationist
and wants that twaddlein schools “as an alternative,
amfor tothe same extent I want thephlogistontheory of

 which | 

combustion taught as analternative to chemical theory
(Actually, since the phlogiston theoryisn’t based on willful
ignoranceanddishonesty, Tam somewhat more in favour of
it being taught at somepoint.)

Thenit hit me, There scemto bea lot of these Christian
people. The show tossed aroundvarious large percentages.
Whatif, and 1 am just blue-sk
lective wealth to rent or buy a place where they could gather

g here, they used their col

 

with like-minded people for the purpose of religious activity?
Perhapsthey
gious doctrineand practices their specialty andhirethat per

 could find someone who made studying reli

son. Evenbetter, they could agree on a regular meeting time
to have thisfellow lecture them on various topics.
Once a monthis probably not frequent enough. Judging by

the problems my read andthe
lack thereof my gaming group has, a weekly meeting would
work better than a monthly one. I bet you'd get folks who
would want to be members but never show up except one or

group has in schedulin  
 

twice a year. Myself, I not sure allowing nonparticapatory
members, even if they pay their dues, is a goodidea; but that
couldleft up to each religious elub or greater organisation of
religious clubs,

really think this is a winner. No needtosingle out one
small set of religious doctrines to benefit fromtax money and
no needto pay out a enormous amountif we tried to give

  every typeof religion equal time. Every group could have its
ownreligious meeting building/room (as the group
resources makepossible, subject to the limitations on osten:
tation in their respective doctrines). I bet every town could
support two orthree of these religious meeting building/
rooms, as zoning allows.

GeneRAL INTEREST



Minnesota's NewestItalian Immigrants

Neutrinos have to be my favorite elementary particles.
‘The neutrino, as any Atomic-Age schoolchild knows,

is an elementaryparticle that doesn’t liketo interact with
matter much, It has no charge. Whether it has any rest
‘massis an open question,butits rest mass is certainly far
smallerthan that ofthe electron, the lightest charged par-
ticle.

Originally, the neutrino was an accounting dodge.
Wolfgang Pauli needed a way to balance the books in
explaining certain radioactive nuclei, Beta particleswere
whooshing off atnearly lightspeed; momentum and ener-
gy must be conserved. In what he called a “desperate
remedy,” Pauli assumed there was a verylight invisible
particle zooming off in the other direction, And lo! the
equations came outright.

“This was alittle like explaining dewdrops by claiming
that fairies apply water to leaves with tiny paintbrushes,
but, heck, it worked. Physicists cameto accept the neu-
trino as real, though it was 26 years before anybody
detected one. Enrico Fermi gave it an Italian name,
meaning “little neutral guy.”

Eventually it turned out that neutrinos comein three
differentflavors: electron flavor, muonflavor, and tau

flavor. ‘They're neutral cousins of those three charged
particles.

‘They move essentiallyat the speed of light, and go
right through all kinds of matter. The probability that
they'll interact with a nucleus,even if you put millions of
kilometers of steelin their path, is very, very small. The
usual word pop-science journalists use is “ghostly.”

When I joined Fermilab in 1978, I worked in the
department that made intense beams of neutrinos. You
can't steer ‘em —but you can create beams of unstable
particles that decayinto neutrinos (and other things), and
you can steer them. Point a beam of pions and kaons
toward your experiment, and in microseconds you'll
have a beam of neutrinos and muons headed the same
way

“T thought I'd bring this subject up here at Minicon
because we're planning to send some neutrinos to
Minnesota.

Physicists have become curious to see whether neutri-
nos can changefrom oneflavor to another as they travel.
It doesn't seem to happenin local laboratory experi-
ments, but there’s some evidence for the effect in
cosmic-ray and Jong-baseline experiments,

 

by Bill Higgins

So we're building a new facility to make muon-type
neutrinos and thenseeif anyturninto electron-type neu-
trinos, We'll send fresh pions and kaons down a vacuum
“decaypipe,” 800 meters long, which slants northwest
and downwardinto the rock under Fermilab.

‘As other particles decay, muons and neutrinos will
appear. At the end, there’s a big absorber that will soak
up muonsand leftover particles. But the neutri-
nos will hardly notice. They'll keep going,
downward into the Earth, along a
straightline

The line points at Minnesota. The +
neutrinos rumble through Wisconsin
(and I do mean through Wis-
consin) and emerge 700
kilometers later near the
Soudan iron mine. The
miners have agreed to dig a
new cavern for a massive neu-
trino detector. If we send a
whole lot of neutrinos
there, occasionally one
will interact in the appara-
tus.

You wouldn't expect
to see many electron
neutrinos in the Min-
nesota lab. But if an

excessof them shows
up, we'll knowthat
muon neutrinos are
becoming electron
neutrinosalong the
way. And we can
begin to measure the
size and frequency of
this “oscillation.” New
lawsofphysics are such a
treat...

In a couple of years, I
expect Illinois will be export-
ing trillionsof neutrinos a day
to Minnesota. Try to make
them feel welcome, though
they’re only passing through
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IT WAS REVEALED IN Nature A COUPLE OF WEEKS AGO THAT SCIENTISTS

had managed to stop light, and then let it go again. I spent some time boggling aboutthis. Ijust

couldn't get my head around it. Ijust couldn't see it. Eventually, I realised that trying to think

whatit looked like (and my visualisation of beam/particls is ofa lot ofsmarties being shotout

ofa tube sofast they become a rainbow) wasn't the right way to understand it. What I should

be doing is trying to think whatitfelt like.

Hence thefollowing briefphotonic dialogue:

“T've just comefrom Alpha Centauri, gosh it’s a lot of nothing in between.”

“Well there’s a lot ofstuffon this planet, but avoid going nearthe sodium, that’s all
Tcansay.”

“But I really like the way it fizzes and the way it splits my spectrum!”

“I supposeyou'dlike being putin a black hole with some?”

“Hey! Noneed to mention... you knows, Everything goes in them anyway, if they

don’t watch out. What's that got to do with sodium?”

“Thereare miniblack holes madeofsodium onthis planet. Somelight I know was

stopped in one. Stopped I tell you.”

“Yeah? Stopped? Andifthat’s true, how do you know?I supposeit came out and

told you aboutit?”

“Theylet it go again. It was shockedandscared, and it went haringstraight for the

sunandthe longtrip to Andromedato recover, butit told me on the way.”

“Reversible sodium black. .. you knows? You're tugging my wavelength.”
“Oh well, have it your own way, go and shine around the Nature offices ifyou don’t

believe me.”

=> Jo Walton
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I'd like to talk about porcelain here, because I love the

stuff, but I’m verymuch afraid that I'd get very boring
very quickly, so I wont, Suffice it to say that porcelainis
a four-letter word, a mineral form of creamcheese, and
hasa tendencytocollapse onthe wheel, typically without
‘warning. Feels great on your hands, though.

I wastalking with one of the other people at Glen
Echo Park, where I take classes, and she said that for her,
the greatest thing about porcelain was how goodit felt to
go back to stoneware. I had to laugh, because for meit's
the exact opposite. I've been throwing these large salad
bowls to getrid ofthe stoneware I have,so can go back
to my wacky whiteware and make more teacups.

‘WherewasI, Fred? Oh, Yeah, that, Well, maybe we
skip that for now. Howaboutthis, instead:

T’ve been thinking that it would be rather jolly to re
create (orcreate an updated version of) the Art Nouveau
movement: one still driven partly by an arts-and-crafts
sort ofsensibil-

ity, and with
full

sciousness
of some
of the

 

Pottering

byJon Singer

thingsthat have happenedduring the last hundredyears
or so—quantum mechanicshas flowered, we've discov
ered much more about self-similarity (fractality), we
knowa little bit about chaos now,we continue to unrav

el the various pieces of the genetic code, and so on.
1'd like to mix the primarily organic forms of the orig-

inalstyleswith more ofthe available mineral forms, some
unpredictability, and maybe a few crumbs from the
almondbread.It seems to me that thereis still a huge

amountofterritory to be explored, and tonsoffun to be
had doing it. Abstractions can certainlyhave something to
say, and conceptual art occasionally actually conveys
some sort of concept. . .or something anyway; but I think
thatthere is also a considerable amountto be said for

things that are gloriously beautiful or even sublime.
(Things that are sublime are not nec-

oa) essarily at all beautiful, but that's a
wee different issue, and has been dis-

ri cussed elsewhere.)
‘There is a special feeling, at

least for me, even in the mere attempt
to produce something thatis both beau-

tiful and useful. I won't claim to be good
atit, but that may not be as important as
makingthe attempt. For one thing, it's
hard to be good at something if you don’t
get anypractice. For another,I think we are

much too passive in this culture, too
inclined to demand that others pro-
vide our entertainment and perhaps
someother kindsof sustenance, . but

again, that’s another story.
I saw a preserved giant squid

today, and crystals of celestite, and the
Hopediamond,and a painting by James

Abbott McNeill Whistler, and a handles,

headless statue of a boddhisattva. I saw life in

chunks ofclay, and nothingin the eyes of some
children, and spring in the trees, and winter in

the sky, and a certain sortof poetry in french fries,
and prose in tea leaves (but not the future; I'm not

too adeptat seeing the future, lately). | felt vibrations
in empty space andstillness in running water.I smelled
flowers and hot ruby dust and tea and perfume and many
other things. Ther
goes on withoutyou. It’s a hazard of the trade

    

 

  
     

   

  

 

  

  

  

   

  

   
is no onehere butall of us, andlife
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Jon Singer was chatting in the con suite one day when the
roof blew off. “Hey, Jon,” said the unearthlyforms of
light that trickled down the walls, “how’s the beekeep-
ing?”

Someonefound a last bag ofpretzels, and Jon Singer
and the numinous forms chatted about beekeeping and
internal combustion engines and Skewes’ Number until
the sun began to rise in the East.

“Ho, we must align here no longer!” cried the beings
of strange radiance. But it was too late: the Sunlight was
shining full into the con-suite windows, and the beings
were drawnup, up, up the tropisms of fusionfire, into
the heart of the Sun where the light is so thick that it
blinds evenitself, And there they mated and spawned,
and the cycle turned another ten thousand years.

Jon Singer did that, although I wasn’t there to see it
Hekicked up Olympus Mons with his bootheels, too.

Andheputout thefire at the Disclave Hotel with a
single drop of sweat from his brow. (Onedropis a lot of
water whenit’s movingso fastthat Lorentz ma
kicks in, A lot offolks never even sawthe fire, it went out
so quick; they only saw the water flowing down the
stairs. They'll tell you it was a sprinkler that went. But it
wasn't; I was there for that, and it was Jon Singer, sure

 

. Andrew Plotkin

 
"* Dowweer. OFCOURSE 7OVLL Be RESCUED...AS S90H AS YOu OPEN TMAT
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LegendsofJon Singer

rec. arts.sf.fandom

‘Once, Jon Singer wasin a strange city with somefriends,
and they decided to havedinner. They picked a restau-
rant. When theywentin, Jon wasgreeted as an old friend
bythe proprietor, kissed on both cheeks, presented with
‘a meal not on the menu bututterly wonderful, and then
departed, with everyone in the kitchen coming out to
wish him farewell. He'd never been there before. The
friends were balled. Theytold this story to other people,
whotold them it was an urban legend, exceptit was sup-
posed to have happened in St. Louis, not Cincinatti, and
theyshould lookit up on snopes. Nobodybelieves them
even now, even though it has happened to many many
groups of fannish people,in slightly different varieties.

The version where the restaurant owner's wife had
just had a son and insisted that Singer stand godfather in
some exotic religion really is a legend, but you should
have seen the food, food like you’ ve never imagined.

‘That reminds me, people say that anothertime, Jon
Singer took a garlic quiche with bitter chocolate frosting
toa wedding.

Jo Walton

One weekendJon Singer went outto a con. Before he
could even register, someone in the lobby waved him
cover —hey Jon!~and they started talking about Rotons
and polymer clayand alternate models of Third World
biotechnology companies, and beer, and every sort of
fannish thing.

Then the person waved over some more people—hey
Kim!~and prettysoon the hotel lobbywas full ofa circle
‘of people sitting and talking about Heinlein and the phys-
iology of blushing and alternate models ofthe electrical
power market, and beer, and every sort of famnish thing.

Long about9 pm, Jon Singer said, Hey,I really have
to be checkingin, Andthe other people said, Yeah, we
have to dress for the rehearsal dinner anyway. What?
What dinner? And the people said, You're not here for
the Korean Baptist wedding? And Jon Singer suddenly
noticed that this wasn’t the Hyatt, it was the Hilton, and
furthermore it was Tuesday.

This is all true, even though I made it up. I wasn’t
there but I knowthe guythat was

Andrew Plotkin
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Neil Gaiman
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Stephen Hickman
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Marv Wolfman
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Tom Holt
Boskoneis a regional Science Fiction convention

focusing onliterature, art, music, gaming and other bits of wonder.

Memberships $38 through June 30, 2001

Mail to: NESFA/Boskone39, P.O. Box 809, Framingham, MA 01701
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What has the NESFA Press done for you lately?

How about these three new gems?
Quartet
by George R.R. Martin
“The Boskone Book”
Limited-Edition Trade Hard Cover @ $25

  

   

  

    

Immodest Proposals
The Complete Science Fiction of William Tenn, Volume1
Hard Cover @ $29

eee From These Ashes
The Complete Short SF ofFrederic Brown
Hard Cover @ $29

Available from NESFA Press

NESFA Press, PO Box 809, Framingham, MA 01701
www.nesfapress.com   



 

The Non-Introduction to the Program Book
by Rachael Li

Hello. I'm Rachael, and this Program Book you have
already read halfway-through is all myfault,

Actually, itisn't. I've been to all of two cons, and I've
never run Publications before—I’ve only done layout for
Minicon, and edited my own little school mags—so I had
noidea that turning the Program Book into... whatever
this is...was at all weird. We had chapbooks for the
guests, a remarkably high density of Good Writers, and
this neat newprinting technology—mimeo!—all of which
made a Big Program Book a plausible idea. Since every-
one thought that fabulous content,if could acquire it,
trumped piddly considerations like tradition and com-
monsense, it took a couple of weeks, and some Very
Patient explanation, before I realized that this book is
weird, Soit’s all heir fault, those people who thoughtthis
was a good idea. You know who you are.

Aboutthose chapbooks: they're very cool. I helped
make them. Don’t you want to buy all three? Your
friends wantyouto get somecopiesfor them, too. ...

‘This brings us to the Good Writers. The Twin Cities
is dripping with good writers (it being spring, we're all a
bit drippy here). That’s part ofwhy I moved here. When
Iwasa kid, my sister and I went on one ofthose awful
family visits. St. Paul was one of the places we were
dragged along to, and we both decided that we wanted to
live in Minnesota when we grew up. After meeting so
‘manyof Mipple-Stipple’s good writers on rec.arts.fan-
dom (a light-speed apa for internet junkies), and being
somewhat at loose ends after college, I decided that I
really ought to do that. So I did. And I met all the fannish
people who don't live online, as well as the people I
already sorta knew. They all had “contributor” written
acrosstheir foreheads in firey letters. Then I helped col-
late Idea and wrote Geri her first LoC for that issue. I
decided that I wanted one ofthose fanzinethings, please.

Butthis wouldn't havebeenpossible without our daz-
aling twenty-first century mimeograph technology. Mr.
Gestetner, the Minn-StF copyprinter,is actually a Ricoh
Priport digital duplicator. It looks like oneof those big
office Xerox machines, butit’s really e-Ehde-Ged a
mimeo, Putan original on the platen,press “Start,” andit
thinks a bit and then laser-cuts a stencil, wrapssaid sten-
cil around a drum, and applies the ink. Press “Print” and
you can make dozens—hundreds~ thousands! — of copies
of that original, zhoop zhoop zhoop. The stencils are more
expensive than xeroxing (they appear to be a very fine

ninger, Pooh-Bah ofPublications

gradeof waxed paper), but the printing is much, much
cheaper. Within twenty copies, you've beat the price of
the five-cent librarycopier, and whose library has a five-
cent copier any more?It’s also betterat halftones —look
at Katya Reimann’s watercolors! ~andit'sfast

How fast? you ask. Really fast: 120 single-sided pages
per minute on the highest setting, which is just fine for
text. With pictures, 100 pages per minute is better, The
aper-handlingis really amazing: Mr. Gestetner sucks up
the pages one-by-one and then spits them outhard against
the backsplash. Thwack thwack thwack

Guess who's printing almost all of these pages? I don’t
know any more. After seventy-mumble-thousand sides,
T'm a bit confused. I've beendoing some unimaginably
dreadful things while sitting there waiting for the copy-
Printer to finish spitting out page 4s. Like filking songs
that should notbe filked:

Ohsays Red Molly to James, “That's afine mimeo,
A girl could pub anything with that, don’t you know.”
Says James to Red Molly, “My hat’s off to you
‘k's a Ricoh copyprinter, 1992.”

Or writing poetry. No doubt my ambition to write a
Ferdinand Feghoot sonnet cycle is entirely due to sitting
in the back room at Dreamhavenfor hours on end watch-
ing the paper go zhoop. Lucky for you,I'm nowhere near
fulfilling that ambition.

Beforeprinting, of course, I had to do layout. Lots of
layout. (1'm a contender in the “she who dies with the
most fonts wins” contest.) Andediting and copyediting
and proofreading... Typographical cleanliness, ofcourse,
is next to godliness, and so to avoid offending our atheist
‘membership I have allowed some typos to remain in situ

Lowe thanks to Beth Friedman, Pamela Dean, David
Dyer-Bennet, Mark Richards, Erik Olson, Peer Dudda,
Jeff Schalles, and the merry band of booksellers at
Dreamhaven(where Mr. Gestetner lives), without whose
help this book would be much poorer.

T hope you enjoy this Program Book, and thatit’s
actuallyuseful as a Program Book (as I write this, we're a
little befuddled aboutthatissue). If you want to visit Mr.
Gestetner, it should be wherever the Bozo Bus Tribune
is,faithfully thwacking out pages. I'l probably be around
—I'm the one with too much brown hair who's wander-
ing around dazedly, muttering aboutforgetting all my
Fligatures, and worrying about my cats,
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A No-Longer-Brief History of Minicon

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

EstimatedMinicon Dates Location (Ci
Membership (City)

‘Coffman Union (Men's Lounge), University of Minnesota1 January 6, 1968 © a ae
2 April 4-6, 1969 102. Andrews Hotel (Minneapolis)

3 1970 130 Dyckman Hotel (Minneapolis)

4 i 150 Curtis Hotel (Minneapolis)
5 i971 100 ‘Andrews Hotel (Minneapolis)

[6 1972, 175 Hyatt Lodge (Minneapolis)

7 1973 20 Hyatt Lodge (Minneapolis)

8 1974 350 Dyckman Hotel (Minneapolis)

9 ‘October11-13, 1974 190 Minneapolis Public Library / DyckmanHotel (Minneapolis)

10 ‘April 18-20, 1975 510 Holiday inn (Minneapolis)

i ‘April 16-18, 1976 500 Leamington Hotel (Minneapolis)

12 April 8-10, 197 Leamington Hote! (Minneapolis)

13 March 24-26, 1978 Leamington Hotel (Minneapolis)

15 April 13-15, 1979 ‘Minneapolis Radisson (Minneapolis)

16 1980 Minneapolis Radisson (Minneapolis)

17 1981 Minneapolis Radisson (Minneapolis)

14 April 4-6,1982 Se Paul Radisson (St. Paul)

19 ‘Apri1-3, 1983, ‘Se Paul Racisson (St. Paul)

18 April 20-22, 1984 1450 Leamington Hotel (Minneapolis)
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compiled by Fred A. Levy-Haskell

 

Guests Theme
 

Guests of Honor: Gordon Dickson, Charles DeVet, and Clifford Simak
 

{Guests of Honor: Gordon Dickson, Charles DeVet, and Clifford Simak
 

‘Guests of Honor: Poul Anderson, Gordon Dickson, and Clifford Simak
 

‘Guest of Honor: Lin Carter
 

‘Guest of Honor: Volsted Gridban (* Joke, Moshe)
 

‘Guest of Honor: Ruth Berman
 

Larry Niven, Pro Guest of Honor
Rusty Hevelin, Fan Guest of Honor
 ‘Kelly Freas, Pro Guest of Honor

Bob Tucker, Fan Guest of Honor
 

{Guests of Honor: judy Lynn and Lester del Rey
 Poul Anderson, Pro Guest of Honor

‘Gordon Dickson, Fan Guest of Honor
Lester del Rey, Toastmaster

[Edmond Harton and Leigh Bracket Pro Guests of Honor
Leigh and Norb Couch, Fan Guests of Honor

|__jackie Franke and Rusty Hevelin, Toastmasters
Ben Bova, Pro Guest of Honor
Buck and Juanita Coulson, Fan Guests of Honor

|__Joe Haldeman, Toastmaster
‘Samuel R. Delany, Pro Guest of Honor
Spider Robinson, Fan Guest of Honor
Bob Tucker, Artist Guest of Honor
Krissy, Toastmaster

The Dododecocon

[Nothing isos it seems

 

“Theodore Sturgeon, Pro Guest of Honor
‘Tom Digby,Fan Guest of Honor
Rick Sternbach, Artist Guest of Honor
Bob Vardeman, Toastmaster
 Cy. Cherryh, Pro Guest of Honor

Jon Singer, Fan Guest of Honor
Ken Fetcher, Artist Guest of Honor
Nate Buen, Musician Guestof Honor
Wilson (Bob) Tucker. Toastmaster

éja vu

 

Tack Vance, Pro Guest of Honor
Jerry Boyalian, Fan Guest of Honor
Kathy Marschall, Artist Guest of Honor
Reed Waller, Musician Guest of Honor
 

‘John Varley, Pro Guest of Honor
‘Cif Simak, Fan Guest of Honor
Spider Robinson, Musician Guest of Honor

Forward, Into the Past
 Larry Niven, Pro Guest of Honor

Pamela Dean and David Dyer-Bennet, Fan Guests of Honor
Dave Sim, Artist Guest of Honor
SpiderJohn Koerner, Musician Guest of Honor
Steven K. Zoltan Brust, Toastmaster
Nostradamus, Proxy Guest of Honor

Backward,Into the Future

 

‘Chelsea Quinn Yarboro, Pro Guest of Honor
Dave Wixon, Fan Guest of Honor
Steve Hickman, Artist Guest of Honor
Somtow Sucharitkul, Musician Guest of Honor
Rusty Hevelin, Toastmaster
Bob Tucker, Smooth Guest of Honor We know what we're doing and you doa't

Trust us  
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20 April 5-7, 1985 1525 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

21 March 28-30, 1986 1,600 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

22 April 17-19, 1987 1,980 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

23 April 1-3, 1988 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

24 March 24-26, 1989 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

25 April 13-15, 1990 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

26 March 29-31, 1991 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

27 1992 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

28 April 9-11, 1993 Radisson Hotel South (Bloomington)

Radisson Hotel South and Wyndham Garden Hotel29 April 1-3, 1994 3,300 we

: Radisson Hotel South, Wyndham Garden Hotel, and30 Apri 416,195 3.500 eseoral souton

Radisson Hotel South, Wyndham Garden Hotel, andBasi sso Temalar
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 James P. Hogan, Pro Guest of Honor
Permanent Floating Riot Club, Fan Group Guests of Honor
Stu Shifman, Artist Guest of Honor
BobBerlien & the White Women, Musician Guests of Honor
Kara Dalkey and Jerry Stearns, Toastmasters

Let's you and I get normal fora chonge

 DamonKnight and Kate Wilhelm, Pro Guests of Honor
Denny Lien, Fan Guest of Honor
Ken Fletcher, Artist Guest of Honor
‘Ann Passovoy, Musician Guest of Honor
Diane Duane, Toastmaster

Hodgell
‘Special Guests: Phyllis Eisenstein, Terry Windling, john M. Ford, and P.C,

Now we're just immoral ond fattening

 

 

David Brin, Pro Guest of Honor
Fred Haskell, Fan Guest of Honor
Erin McKee, Artist Guest of Honor
Jerry Stearns, Musician Guest of Honor
Robert Bloch, Toastmaster
Special Guests: Diane Duane,Jane Yolen, and Ellen Kushner

Sutl Crazy After All These Years

 Eleanor Arnason, Author Guest of Honor
Eric Heldeman, Fan Guest of Honor
Frederick Pohl, Editor Guest of Honor
Crystal Marvig, Artist Guest of Honor
Richard Feynman, Science Guest of Honor
Special Guests: jane Yolen, David Hartwell
‘Guests of Honor: Harry Harrison, George ”
‘and Barry Longyear
Special Guests: Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Teresa Nielsen Hayden, P.C.

|_Hodgel, Larry Niven, and John Sladek
Jane Yolen, Guest of Honor
Kim Stanley Robinson, Author Guest of Honor
Patrick Price, “Arthur” Guest of Honor
David Thayer aka. Teddy Harvia, Artist Guest of Honor
David E Romm, Fan Guest of Honor
EarlJoseph,Science Guest of Honor
Special Guests: Dave Clement, P.C. Hodgell, Dr. Joseph Romm, and Art
Widner

   

Spring Forward, Fall Over

Zen and the Art ofFon Maintenance

‘The Siver Edition

 “George Alec Effinger, Author Guest of Honor
David Cherry, Artist Guest of Honor
Al Kuhfeld, Ph.D., Science Guest of Honor
Suzanne V. Tompkins and Jerry Kaufman, Fan Guests of Honor

|__Jon Singer, Lunch Guest of Honor
Lois McMaster Bujold, Writer Guest of Honor
tein, Artist Guest of Honor
Dave Van Ronk, Musician Guest of Honor

Think oftas Evolution in Acton

Don't Ever Be A Dodo
 ‘Susan Allison, Editor Guest of Honor

Diane Duaneand Peter Morwood, Author Guests of Honor
Kathy Mar, Musician Guest of Honor
Don Fitch, Bless His Sweet Heart Guest of Honor
John M. Ford, Interesting Person Guest of Honor

‘Suite, Savage Minicon

 ‘Tom Doherty, Publisher Guest of Honor
Jack Williamson, Author Guest of Honor
Rusty Hevelin, Fan Guest of Honor
Phil Foglio, Artist Guest of Honor

It seemedlke a good idea at the time

 Vernor Vinge, Author Guest of Honor
Dr. Robert Forward, Science Guest of Honor
Jody Lee,Artist Guest of Honor
‘The Bhigg House, Fan Group Guest of Honor
Glen Cook, Honored Guest

Some Assembly Required or "Would You Like
Fries With That?”

 Suzette Haden Elgin, Guest of Honor
Ed Emshwiler, Memorial Artist Guest of Honor
Joe Siclari and Edie Stern, Fan Guests of Honor   David Ossman, Audio Guest of Honor Goenig1 @ Goh Noor Ye
James P. Hogan, Science Guest of Honor
LA.Taylor, Honored Guest
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Ratlsson Hotel South, LHoteSftel, and Holiday nn32 Apr2820, 1997 cenla

| Radisson HotSouth HoelSf, Holy In Airpor| 33 Apr10-42, 1998, sani 2, and Wyndham Garden Hotel (Bloomington)

| 34 peta toss 1.500 Hiton Minneapolis and Towers(Minneapolis)

35 Apr2-23, 2000 850 Hiton Minneapolis and Towers(Minneapolis)

36 Aprii3ts, 2001 : Hiton Minneapolis and Towers(Minneapolis)  

 

Notes
Dares: Yes, there were two years we had two Minicons
—1971 and 1974. And there are a few years for which we
have yetto track down the exact dates, (No, it’s not been
Easter weekend everyyear, just most years...)

 

Minicon Numserine: Yes, we knowthe numbering
was a bit non-sequential between 1978 and 1985. It’s a
long story, and reallynot that shaggy.

  

   

   

  

THE INFORMATION ABOUT MINICONS 34 THROUGH 36
was added on March 14, 2001 andtheinformation about
Minicons 1 through 33 is correct as of February 22, 1999
—to the best of ourability, documentation, andrecoll
tion, Documentedadditions or corrections will be warm-
ly welcomed,

 

Fred A Levy Haskell
falh@quvese net

Official Happy Deadwood
Minn-StF
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 ‘gis Budrys, Author Guest of Honor
Cj. Cherryh, Author Guest of Honor
‘Tom Doherty, Publisher Guest of Honor
‘Tom Lopez, Audio Guest of Honor
Patrick Nielsen Hayden,Editor Guest of Honor
Teresa Nielsen Hayden, Editor Guest of Honor
Michael Swanwick, Author Guest of Honor.

Even Choos has @ Pattern

 Gardner Dozois, Professional Guest of Honor
Dave Langford, Fan Guest of Honor
John M. Ford, Toastmaster
Phil Proctor, Mark Time Award Presenter

Heisenberg Probably Slept Here

 ‘Octavia E. Bulter, Writer Guest of Honor
‘Mark and Priscila Olson, Fan Guests of Honor
Dave Nee, Bookseller Guest of Honor
MaureenF. McHugh, Writer Guest of Honor
Lenny Bailes, Fan Guest of Honor
John Berkey, Artist Guest of Honor
Orson & David Ossman,Mark Time Award Presenters
  Ken MacLeod, Writer Guest of Honour

Jo Walton, Fan Guest of Honour
Leslie Fish, Musician Guest of Honor   
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Remembering Gordy Dickson

1923-2001

Minicon 36



IMANCER
NO ROOM FORM
SOLDIER ASK NO
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A BATTLE FOR THE SOUL OF AMERICA is UNDERWAY...

THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF NEVERWHERE

RETURNS WITH HIS NEWEST MYSTICAL TALE

ON SALE JUNE 19

TimeTa eelReamew
WWW.AMERICANGODS.COM

SICGDNONE SUR CRyah
Penceaa
andwearelucky to have him.”

StepHen KinG

og

THIS AUGUST.look for Hugo and

Nebula Award-winning author

7 Lois McMaster Bujold’s

PEN an Cha cheomei

Beginning on MarchI", HarperCollins/Eos
will post the first exciting eight chapters of

The Curse of Chalion a new chapterwill
appear every three weeks until pub

Go to wwweosbooks.com 



 

Pros & Cons: The Mini

G

It’s very hard to agree with Lester.
However,in this case—becauseit is a great honor for

me to be Fan Guest of Honor here ~I must admit he’s
right. To begin with, fans already know that the Fan
Guest of Honor outranks pros; which is why, when the
committee approached me with this honor, I said: “You'd
better be kidding! I'd pass up a chance like this?” And I
didn’t, And I'mhere. Lester is quite right, about a great
manythings.

Lester is a very perceptive fellow. I like him very
‘much,He has onebad effect on me.

‘As most of you know,Iam the kind of person who can,
stay up very late at night and get up in the morning and
still keep moving. Normally this doesn’t bother me.
However, abouta year ago I wasin NewYork,I think it
was for the Nebula Awards week or whateverit was, and
T woke up in the morning with a pain in my head. Now,
as you can check with all my friends, I never have a pain;
other people get pains in their head; I don't.

But this morning I had one. And again, the next trip,
ithappened again. The only common denominator I could
find was that Lester has been involvedin all the evenings
before. I checked with mylocal physician, and he said:
“There's something wrong here. I can’t putmy finger on
it, butthere's something definitely wrong. I have known
you,” (as he has), “for about thirty years. You've never
had pains in your head and you shouldn’t now. Other
people have painsin their heads, you shouldn't.”

And I said, “Well, it’s true,” you know.“I have very
sharp, piercing pains. It starts at the edges and spreads
out.”

He said, “Well, I don’t knowwhat to do,” and sent
medown to Rochester,

Now—you know the Mayo Clinic in Rochester? Very
famousresearch place~theychecked me out. And could-
n't find a reason for it. However, about two weeks after
Vd been checked out, I got a long-distance phonecall
from Rochester, from a doctor there who said, “I've had
a marvelous idea; would you come back down?”

‘Well, I got back down there next weekend, and he
checked me out. He used large, mechanical, silver
device with clamped sort oflke this; and he checked me
out. And he said, “Now I want you to come back after
your next trip east, the next time you getthe pain.”

 

 

icon 10 Fan GoH Speech

ordon R. Dickson, 1923-2001
Transcribed by Dave Wixon, Reprintedfiom Rune 45, 1975

Introductory comments by Lester del Rey omitted

‘And I said, “All right.” So I went east—I think it was
aboutlast October —came back, and went down to see
him. He said, “Pains?” I said, “Yes.” He put the silver
thing on myhead and said, “Just as I thought, pressure’s
up again.” He checked my left car. “Just as I thought.
You're stopped up over here, We'll have to operate.”

‘Well, to make a long story short, they did operate and
removed forty-two strong del Reyopinions which had
gotten into my head through my right ear and couldn’t
get outagain. Theytell me the team of specialists who did
the operation were exhausted afterwards,

Now tothe importanttalk ofthe evening. It’s justthat
Thad tosettle Lester's hash before I got started here. I
realize—we can go intoit later on. ..are you hearing me?
1 seem to fade in and out, to my own ear... {laughter}
Thave something tosay aboutfans. It’s fairly brief, but it’s
a heartfelt thing: there is a phenomenon known as science
fiction, and there is nothinglike it. Truthfully

It’s unusual in ways that go beyond this type of friend:
ly gathering and things like this; because spelunkers get
together, mystery writers and mystery fans get together,
and so on and so forth, But there’s a very peculiar thing
about science fiction, And that is that we have what opera
used to have, in certain areas ofItaly: we have a claque
thatisn'ta claque. Butit is not an approving claque. (You
know the whole business about the claque in classical
opera? All right. Those who do can tell the rest of the
audience. Very well.)

‘The pointis, this particular claque does notsimply sit,
there and applaud. It sits there and throws rocks, Which
is very goodforthe field. Because, you maybe a king to
your publisher, you maybe a king to your audience, you
‘may bea king to the librarian, and to people who come
trotting in—but boy! If your last book offendedthe fans,
they will let you know! That's whyit’s nice to be a fan as
well asa pro: I get to throw rocks alongwith everybody
else.

Lester once said something that made mevery proud
of him at the time; 1 don’t remember exactly what
sparked him off, but somebody once said something up
on the platform at a convention, and Lester answered
him. You know Lester: he can talk from twenty rows
back without a microphone and out-argue the man on the
platform.At any rate, somebody on the More
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Prost & Pors Continued

platform(I think it was somewhere on the West Coast,
but I'm not sure) said somethinglike: “This is what pros
are meant for,” you know, to be paid attentionto,to have
their expenses paid, so on andsoforth. {Voicein the back.
ground, probably Lester: "It was Harlan."} So this person,
whose name I shall not mention {laughter}. said, “This is
what pros are for, they are different than fans.”

 

AndLester stood up, forty-two rows back, and,
drowning out the PA system, said: “But Harlan —I'm a
fan!” {Turning to Lester} Am [ right, sir? Okay,

Basie to science fiction, and you sceit along the dog-
‘gone rowat thetablehere, thereis nobody who is useful
tothefield (except in veryrecent years, when it has got
ten to be a larger thing) who wasn’t a fanto start out
with: Don[Wollheim}, you were a fan at onetime right?
Right. Poul Anderson}, Lester, myself, Cliff [Simak]s
fans

 

Thepoint is that there was a good reason for it: you
have to love what you're doing before you start to do
something with it. You can’t make goodpots unless you
say: “Ohboy! I can imagine a marvelous pot, nobody's
madeit yet, but I'm going to make it. It’s going to look
justlike this.” Andyou go putter-putter on yourpotter's
wheel, andyou think, “No, that isn’t right, but next time
I'll make the perfect pot.” And you keep on turning out
these things.

Soon someonecomes by and says, “Hey, what’re you
doing with these pots?” And you say, you know, “I'm try-
ing to make the perfect pot here, heh, andit’s not com-
ing out quite right.” And hesays, “Well, these aren’t per-
fect, but you know, I kind of like them; may I buy this
cone?” You say, “Well... Okay,” you know, “fivesester-
ces.” Sohe takes one away. Then someone else comesin
and says, “I hear you're selling pots for five sesterces.”
And you say, “Well, there's only four of them left, you
know. Maybe they have some value. Actually I hadn't
plannedtosell thematall, but sincethere’s a market for
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them, I think I ought tosell them for at least seven.” So
hetakes oneawayfor seven sesterces

Andyou're going on, and this timeit really is a per-
fect pot “Wow!Magnificentpot!” you say to yourself.
“Yeah! Thisis superb! Someofthis superbness must be in
theother ones—that's why they wanted to buy them.” So
somebody comesin and says, “I hear you're selling your
pots for seven sesterces.” But now you say, “Ordinary
pots, yes. But the point is, thesehave the mark of gre:
ness about them. You see, I'm working ontheperfect pot
here. Fifteen sesterces at least.” He says, “Nonsense! I
won't pay morethan twelve.” “Sold!”

Andthis goes on andtheprice goes up
Now, the great dangeris that in falling in lovewith

theperfect pot (which you never make ~ nobodyever
makesa perfect pot~and you keep uppingyour price on
the ones that don’t work out, your chest swelling along

  

 

with the price) you say, “Boy! Am I a pot-maker!”
‘They're now paying you fifty-seven sesterces,

z.to the point where you losesight of what you're
dealing with. This is true in every field of art; itis a dan
ger in everyfieldof art. Unless you can get awayfrom it,
Nowin every field ofart, to get away involves going off

 

and being very much a loner. Very much alone. And I
look at the people aroundhere whoare professionals,
who think this way, and who werefans to begin with —
andI mentionedpeople along thepanel: Phil, and
bothPhils arefans: Phil Farmer and Phil Klass these
people know,as I know, that writingisa very lonely busi-
ness, Most of us speak of going away; somewhere.

So theone thingthat saves you, in this lonely business,
is having people who come by every sooften and say,
“You know, they aren't worth fifty-sevensesterces, but
you're on theright track.” Andthis is what sustains you.
‘This is what fandomis goodfor, this is whereit’s useful,

is what it does
This is what it does for those of us who are up the

blinkin’ spotlight; butthis is only half of it, it does some~
thing else too. AndI wish first off —is Bob Tucker still

  



 

here? {"He's in the bar."} {laughter} Okay. Stands to rea-
son, Okay,

‘The point is that if Bob were here he'd back me up
verystrongly in this, becauseif thereis any one of us who
has been both pro and fan from the very beginning, it’s
Bob.He has done both simultaneously; he has been pro,
fan—and he has beennot merely pro sciencefiction, but
pro science fiction and pro mystery writer at the same
time. He knows this

It is always a lonely trade: your work, you do alone
Butthe idea of people whowill give you an honest, “You
know,yourpotis crooked,”is great! Now,ifyou lived in
an artificial world where nobody liked your pots, until
this came along, and somebody said, “Your pot
crooked,” you'd say, “Hey! Stupid idiot! What do you
know?!”Butif it’s somebody you've known for a long
time, and you know he likes straight pots, you say, “Eh?
Nonsense!” But you go awaysaying,“Hmmm? Maybeit is
crooked.” And youlook at it again.

The great advantageof writing science fiction is dou-
ble. Oneis part of the technological revolution: the air-
plane and the long-distance telephone have put us in
touch with cach other. Sto]

andthink: there never was — Mh i
the old-world phrase was “a it i |
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school of writers.”
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Science

school of writers: each one
that is useful as a writer is
markedly different from each
of the others. They are not
people wholive in a small
community andfollowa com-
mon pattern at all, In fact,
they operate generally at
cross-purposes, in many
ways.

But the point is, they can
survive and do this, And I
quote you the words of Ted
Cogswell (and they are his-
torie words, particularlyfor a
writer [but they're true for
fans too, because fans arealso

highly-geared people who
will chew each other up]),
whosaid: “Writers should

live atleast five hundred miles
apart, and see each other at
everypossible opportunity.”

fiction writers are not a

 

Andthis is whatis possible, with jet planes.
Now, it costs you money, so you don’t doit all the

time; you don’t always see the people you want, And
when you do see them, you're in condition to take them
for a three-day binge, which is whatit amounts to. All of
you fans—really!—don't all of you have three-daybinge
on this kindof thing? You know, it’s a high-gear deal:
you're exchanging information, you're living on a high
level. All the things I do myself: {find myself staying up
until five in the morning, catching three hourssleep, and

“Oh boy! I've got to be here and there...”
Andit isn’t just because I'm on the program; it’s

because I don't want to miss a minute ofit. These people
Idon’t get a chance to talk with, except under these con-
ditions,

Okay,the pointis thatthis situation builds a commu-
nity. The community has a fine critical effect on the
writer;it enables the communityto tell him whatit does-
n't like without destroying him. And the trouble with
creative people —artists, painters, sculptors, composers,
anyone — is that, very often if you tell them that what
they're doing is wrong,

epi
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destroy them. There's a strong, almost visible umbilical
cord between the writer and his novel, between the
painter and his painting, between the composer and his
score~all the way alongthe line. And itis awfully hard to
get good feedback without somebody coming along with
an axe andgoing chop! on this blinking umbilical cord.
This is what you runinto in commercialreviews general-
ly — newspapers, book reviews ~ no matter how well
meant.

“The thing is, the writer whodoes nothave this feed-
back, who does nothave fan feedback, which~so help me
God ~ science fiction writers are very lucky to have;
when he gets the review fed to him by a clipping service
or byhis publisher (because publishers are very nice and
pass on reviews), heis likely to get something that will
destroy him. For the next week, he’s ruined. And not
merely for a week, really, but for the rest ofhis life,
damn near, he goes around thinking that maybe there was
sometruth to the idiot review. Thereviewmayhave said:
“This

author

has writ-

tena story
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about climbing a mountain, but apparently (and I
checked) he has never been above five hundred feet; so
what does he know aboutclimbing a mountain? Andsince
there is no obvious evidence he knows anything about
climbing a mountain,his story can’t be any damn good.”
And that man will feel destroyed,in spite of the fact that
he mayhave beena cliff-climber for years, (There are
banks ofthe St. Croix River out here eightyfeet tall that
mountain climbers actually come from Europe to try,
simply because they are classical tests of skill. They are
cighty-footclifls over a river—when you get to the top,
it’s a nice, green, you-walk-away type of situation.)
Well, the pointis,in spite of the fact that he knows bet-
ter, he’s going to be destroyed. Contrariwise, as the
result of a gosh-wow good review he maybe uplifted
beyondreason,just as he may be destroyed beyond rea-
son by the other kind

Fandom in science fiction is proofof counterweight,
all along the line;this is whyI cherish it. This is why (and

remember,I’m just substitute Fan Guest of
Honor), whenit wasoffered to me, I

said, andI think I said earli-
“You're kid-

ding if you
think I'm

going to pass
this up!”
Hove you all



 

18 was the early 70s, and I hadpublished a handful of
short stories itr magazines & anthologies andl was looking
{for a publisher for my first completed, novel, shadow of
Earth, The book: had, infact, been to more than a dozer
editors inthe course offour orfreyears without even avnib-
ble, andl woasfeeling pretty depressed.about it I thought it
sens argood book, the best I could write at the time, andall
that rejection was beginning to make mefeel like t could-
stjudge my owework at all. S01 looked. around, worder-
ng what established. writer I daredapproach whose work
respected. anc whose evnluationtrusted to beperceptive
and. honest.

1 ratvinto Gordy ata con, andhewas his usualfriend-
Yy self, 50 1gathered. up my courage and, somewhat hesi-
tantly, asked. ifhe would. read. alittle ofthe book: and tell
me what he thought: He immediately asked. if t had. the
manuscriptwithme, whicht did, andhe said to hand it

writtenfor Consonance

January 31 wasa Wednesday thisyear. That'smyday to vol-
sunteer at the local hospital. WhenIgot homeabout 5:15, 1
took the mail in withmeandsorted it. that day's mail
seas atv invitation to Dorzad Thing. Weire misred-quiteafeur
andl I was delighted tosee that Steve had sent us a note as
promised. 1 beganmakingplans togo as t climbed the stairs
to the office anddownloadedmy ¢-mail.

shit
Well, we're stillgoing to Thing, butfor an entirely dif.

(forent reason. A weekend. of laughing, singing, cating,
drinking, andlgathering with hisfriende anc ours seems &
good. way to saygoodbye to Gordy Dickson.

After Gordy died, the mailing lists and newoxgroups and
electronicfore everpwhere werefull oftributes and elegies.
LynnAbbey wrote movingly abouthowGordy’patientmen
toring taught her not onlyhowto write, buthowto mentor
dic hear ture, Fane of his books tld: how much those books
meant to thea and. why they loved. not only the books, but
their progenitorac well, Steve Simanons told us heve- Gordy
taughthim whatagentleman really was.

But Consonanceisafilk comandwehave our owt. rear
sonefor remembering Gordy Dickson. Filking begat in the

Gorpy Dickson

Phyllis Eisenstein

over. He took it home with hit, and. at the next con ive
both attended (only afeurweeks later, as I recall, though its
entity eludes iy memory — I went to a lot of cons back
then), he asked me up to his roomsfor aprivate chat (no,
not that kind of chat). He had,found time to read. about
half the 100,000-word novel, and: he thought it was very
goad. He urgedme nottogive up, to keep marketing it. He
told. me — ohy howmuich I wanted, to hear those words
from: apro! — that f was agood. writer. The trunasni of
relief that swept over me ts hard-to describe. And: said to
Gordy, Howrcan I everpayyoubacks And. Gordy said to mie,
You can't. You car only payforward. Do for someone elie
what 1didforyou.

$0 Gordy Dickson, wns responsible for my becoming a
voriting teacher,

‘And editor number 26 bought the book

Mary Kay Kare

fsrish Midwest, where Gordy lived: and wrote. Many of
tu people luivelved inthe sarly dayoffil torefans of
Gordy: Childe cycle anc.wvoteagreatmany ronge about the
Dorsais the Friendlies and incidents st in that universe.
“severe Dorsai ballads and seven more to go." *

Gordy was one of the earliestfilkers, singing witha soft
high tenor. Henot only wrote songsforflkzings, heputsongs
dis his books, Sometimes he set theme to music; sometimes
otherfilkers did. Buthewas alvonys argentlewarmpresence
at those early filksings, singing, sipping scotch, having a
good time, ance smiling benevolent.

My mesnories ofGordy are all twisted.upwithfll, as 0
many ofmy memories ofilk are all twistedupwith Gordy.
He wus one ofour elders andche has loft us worn agreye,
leas gentle world. 5, this weekend, sing some of Gordy’s
songs tel silly Gordy storie, haae a scotch in his memory,
andlook to thefuture,

Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Gordy’ editor at To, tells me
Gordy was working ona Childe Cycle novel at his death

"Key MinorsJordin Kare
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One Morefrom the Back of the Hall

Another glass is turned down atthe high table, and the
bards are holding their breath.

Of course, it might not be the high table; it could as
‘easily be the subsalarian stool where usfools and jugglers
park our particolored patoots, or anywhere else up oF
down the mead-hall, because that didn’t matter to
him, Butthis you know,or else you oughtto.

Itis the wrongness of his absence that is so hard to
excuse, Gordy was supposed to be there when weget to
Mars, proposing the first toast in a voice nearly too
choked to speak (and too modestto take his proper share
of the credit). There, I can see him; it isn’t

hard, However long one knew him (a litle over twenty-
five years for me, neither ancient nor modern),he simply
became part ofthe naturalorder,like Orion in the sum-
mersky.

He was a man quite extraordinarily loved, by an
equally extraordinary range ofpeople, and love is a
fiercely individual emotion.I imagine we'll all agree that
Gordy was merry company under whatever circum-
stances, able to find a topic of conversation, a joke, an
openbar, or a melodic line in a wasteland,thebest din-
ner companion in the world, and oh yes, one heck of a
writer, just in case you are welcomed very late to the
party. Still, what people felt for him was more than the
sum of the responses to any orall those things. You had
to be there, I guess, and I guess that is whyjust now we
are all, like Lear, grieving and angry and not entirely in
our right minds, We are eased by knowing that he died
under his own roof,in possession of himself, but the how!
will echo for a longtime.

You will hear a lotabouthis skill as a story doctor, to
which the answeris, yeah, but that ain’t the half ofit. To

be sure, Gordy had story within him on the mitochondr-
ial level; but what he could do wasnot tell you that the
plotpoint oughta kick in on page thirty-eight and the hero
notice the bad hombres sneakin’ up at the end of Chapter
Nine, but point a direction for you to take the thing on
your own damn hook,and be enthusiastic enough (about
‘what, let’s be clear, was a slushpile floater when he read
it)that you really began to think picking up the pieces and
going back to the anvil wasa thing worth doing.
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byJohn M. Ford

Maybelater you noticed you were doingit in no small
measure for him.

Outofall Gordy's work,the observation thatis with
menowis Corunnael Man's,fromLost Dorsai. Hetells us

that there is nothing of his beloved wife for him to
mourn, since energy weapons leave only cooling plas-
ma. Heis not, we know, telling us all the truth (as hon-
est folk often find themselves doing), but thetruth we do
getiiscritical: there is limiting velocity to mourning. Set
a warriorlike el Man an objective, and all Hell may kill
him on the mission but it will not prevail. But where
there is nothing to conquer, the warrior knows(as, we
keep being reminded,his leaders too often do not) there
is only stalemate in the trenches.

Ina couple ofgenerations, when the living memoryis,
gone and all that’s let are the booksand the lyrics and the
fraying yarns, there's no guarantee that he won’t be
replaced by a culturally relevantized ikon and some tex-
tual deconstructions that would make even the staunchest
Dorsai irregular. It happenedto Plato and Jefferson and
Freud, after all, and at leastit probably won’t happen to
Dicksonquite so bad,

But there's anotherside to that. The poet and essayist
Frederick Turner noted that, despite the current techno-
bleat about artificial realities, the technologyto store
human personality has been mature for a long, long
time, We call it Art, Whenever the Ninth is played, or
Huckleberry Finn is read, or Falstaff catechizes, Beethoven
and Twain and Shakespeare are recreated. It is something
Jess than having them across the dinner table from you,to
be sure, butitis also something a good deal greater than
death.

That is why you are seeing all these appreciations and
remembrances and Let Me Tell You About the Time

Whens. It’s pure low-tau hyperthrust, an attempt to
exceed the speed of grief and get out there where he
neverquit telling us we were destined to go, and don’t
you forget it, Babalooie
We can’t have back what we've lost.
But gone?
Gordy?
Never.

GorpyDicxson



Gordy Dickson

by Ben Bova

I'm notgoing to tell you much about Gordon R. Dickson, the beloved and justly famous writer, I want to tell you

 

about Gordy Dickson, my friend, one of the finest men Ihave ever had the privilege to know. Whena dear friend dies

 

 ness, and sense of loss. And anger. I confess that felt angry when Gordy Dickson died,
that such a wonderful manand fine writer could die broke and in debt, He deserved better

 

iBut then my darling wife, Barbara, who loved Gordy just as dearly as 1 did (and onoccasion sang duets with him)    
pointedout that Gordy hadlived his life on his own terms. He went his ownway, and most of his 77 years were happy
no, not merely happy, they were joyful

He became notGordy decided to be a writer whenhe wasa tect    
kind of eralisman that other writ

crs brought their problems to. Gordy was knownas a story doctor. To me,
just a writer, but a writer's writer   

fhe seemed more likea story neurosurgeon, [ first met himat one of the
carly-Sixties Milford Writer's Conferences, back in the days whenthe con
ference was actually held in Milford, va, in the home of DamonKnight and
Kate Wilhelm, When the workshop participants critiqued my story, they
justly left very little standing: it was fire and destruction all afternoon. 1
was, to say the least, downcast. But afterwards Gordy took me aside and
said something like, “Y'know, your story isn’t all that bad. Problemis, it
shouldn't be a short story. What you've got there is the basis for a novel.”

So Lwrote the novel, and Gordy and I were friends ever after
Later that same year we bumpedinto each other at a World Science

Fiction Convention, We were at a party in Judy Merril’s room, and Charlie
Brown-who was at odds with Judy at the time wandered in, Icicles imme
diately beg

 n to descend fromthe ceiling, the chill got so intense
Didn'tbother Gordy. Turning to me he said, “This has become a sad

B and dreary place, Come, let us shake its dust fromour boots!”
So we repaired to Gordy’s hotel room, where he had a bottle of fine,

   

aged scotch whisky waiting to beattended to, But first we needed some ice.
So we stoppedat the hotel's ice machine, out in the firesemergency star
case. Neither of us had an ice bucket withus, so we just scooped upas much
ice as we could carry in our bare hands. Nowwe had to open the fire door

“Here we are,” said Gordy, “two ofthe finest minds in science fiction 

and we can’t turna doorknob!
How could youfail to love such a man?

  

talk
About poctry, about stories, about writing, about women and the future

Some of the best hours of my life were spent with Gordy,

   

and all the things that make life worth living, We laughed a lot, and some
  

 

  

 

  

 jongs. As mentionedabove, Gordy and Barbara san;
duets, usually love songs from Broadway shows. One lovely spring night,
they did so on  Manhattan sidewalk, Gordy even going downonone knee
to finish a Sigmund Romberg chorus. A young couple walking hand-in
handupthe street toward them apparently thought this was some clever
ruse by sophisticated muggers, They turned one-eighty and fled the scene  

din a Greek bar on

 

Another monumentalevening Gordy and1 finish
Manhattan's Tenth Avenue, You can read the gist of what transpiredin
Chapter Eight of my novel, Cyberbooks
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It waslike that with Gordy. Biggerthan life. And bet-
ter. How manyfriends do you end up writing a song
about? I composed “TheBallad of Gordy Dickson” during
the darkest period of mylife, when my first marriage had
broken up and before I'd met Barbara, The man helped to
keep me sane

It’s strange, whenyou stop to think about it, that 1
could consider Gordy mybest friend. We never lived
closer to each other than about a thousand miles,
although we saw each other fairly often in New York, or
at conventions orthe Milford conferences. Gordyliked
to quote someearlier writer who opined that writers
should live close enough to one another sothatthey could
see each other only with great difficulty. Otherwise
they'd spendso much time palling around together that
they'd never have time to write. Whenever we met,
Gordy and Thad great fun. While we were separated by
distance we were linked by commoninterests, common
attitudes, and — of course ~ the telephone, Many’s the
night wetalked to each other for hours on end. Often we
bemoaned the cruel fate that doomed usto be writers, If
we really wanted to be rich and live respected, comfort-
able lives, we agreed, we would have become plumbers.
Amucheasier life. But Gordy was a writer, and he would
have it no other way.

Hewas one of the sweetest human beings who ever
trod this Earth, literally a man without an enemyin the
world, He was a fine, respected writer with a loyal fol-
lowing offans and an even larger audience of devoted
readers. Despite all the heroic tales of his feasting and
drinking (usually at a publisher’s happyexpense), Gordy
lived quietly and modestly, and worked every dayhe was
healthy enough to type.

‘We-each and every one of us—are better for him: for
his imagination and talent and craft, for the wonderful
legacy of stories and novels he’slet us, forthe beautiful
memory ofhis joie de vivre, his kindness,his generosity
toward anyoneand everyone who expressed an interest
in writing

‘Oneof his favorite writers was Rudyard Kipling, and
we often toasted each other with lines from one of
Kipling's poems: So ‘ere's toyou, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, atyour ‘ome
in the Soudan; You're a pote benighted ‘eathen butafirst-class
fightin’ man.

Substitute the word “writin’® for “fightin’” and
you've got the Gordy Dickson I knew. Here’s to you,
Gordy.
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‘To the tune of“My Darling Clementine”
(or Beethoven's Mint, or

 

On the wagon, on the wagon,
On the wagon doing fine.
‘Till met with Gordy Dickson,
And we drank a tun of wine

GordyDickson, Gordy Dickson
Gordy Dickson isthe one.
ScienceFictions his hobby,
‘But his main job's having fun,

‘Socialdrinker,socialdrinker,
‘Social drinker was my game.
‘Then I had some drinkswith Gordy,
And Treneverbeen the same.

Couldn't see straight, couldn’ standstraight
Couldn't sit straight, not at all.
Batdear Gordy keton aking,
aughingjoking, bad a ball.

Woke up groggy, woke upaching,
Woke up wo07y, woke upsick.
‘But coulda’t wake ol Gord,
Who was sleping lke a brick.

‘How he does itis a mystery,
‘Aways chipper, always bright,
‘Alwayseatingalways drinking.
‘hen thehell does Gordy write?

 

CARAT

‘Afcwwords about“TheBalladofGordyDickson”

Although Gordy’s enjoyment ofgood food, wine and com-
panywas legendary, this ditty that I wrote circa 1970 is not
‘meant to be taken seriously. True, a dear friend of Gordy’s
oncetold me, “Gordon Dicksonis to hangovers as Mary was
to Typhoid: he doesn't getthem,he gives them.” But Gordy
‘was ~ like mast writers ~ something of a schizophrenic. He
lived life to the fullest when he was “out on the town.”
When he was home writing, he worked. No one couldpro-
duce the tremendous body ofwork that Gordyturned out if
he spentall his time wining and dining. Still, he managed
to create a legend. Not badfor a dedicated erafisman,

Gorpy Dickson



 
 

 



 

Y2K has come and gone... Is it safe?
‘Ihave the greatest enthusiasm forthis con"

BALTICON 35
The Maryland RegionalScience Fiction Convention

May 25-28,200{MemorialDay

Weekend}

Guest of Honor:

Hak

Clement

Art GOH: Helen “Halla” Fleischer

1" Fandom GOH: Dave *..will you stop?” Kyle

Filk GOH: Frank Hayes

Honorary Fan GOH: [RoberSacks)

The 2000 Compton Crook Award Winner: Stephen b. Burns

  

Special Anime Guests: Hata DENMISON & Shawn the Touched of White Radish

B35 Con Chair: HAL IGGO (Hal Haagd
Caches of guests:authors,publishers,editors,artists, scientists, musicians and
over a thousandFen forthe area's largest & longestrunning con ofit's kind!

 

Science Fiction & Fantasy Fandom in books,art, film, computers,
costumes, games, music & more! Come see panel discussions, "Open the Hotel Doors!"

authorreadings,science briefings, our art show, masquerade,
dealers room, "HAL's Hub"(computer room), concerts, anime,theater,
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Well, so now Gordy's gone.
There was a time—it doesn’t feel so long ago- when

you could easily say that most of whatis important sci-
ence fiction had been written by people who werestill
alive and still working, but then Heinlein died, and then
Asimovand most recently Sprague, and bythe time we
got around to losing Gordy, that had long since stopped
being true,

I guess we should beusedto it by now. I'm not.
1 grew upreading Gordy Dickson books. No, that's

hot quite true: I grew up reading books by Gordon R.
Dickson. If you've ever been a 12-year-old kid trying to
figure out how the world works and what your part in it
is going to be, you'll have someidea of howmuch they
meantto me,

One of the places I've learned about things like
integrity andhonor and gentleness was from Gordon R.
Dicksonbooks. lotof us did.

It was a matter of some amusementand bemusement

and a few unexplainable moments of something
approaching fear to, in mythirties, find myself hanging
out with one of my boyhood heroes. It must have been
just about a dozen years ago that Gordy called me out of
the blue one day, and asked if f was free for lunch later
that week.

I tried to sound adult and mature. 1 said, “Sure, Gordy
—let me check mycalendar,” while inside the 12-year-old
boythat you never quite growoutofbeing said~silently,
inside myhead—“gee, Mr. Dickson,that would be keen!”

1 did mybest to keepthat voiceinside, until we went
outto lunch, at Murray's,in downtown Minneapolis, and
over a beer for me and oneofthose godawful gin Bloody
Marys for him, I explained how fundamentally weird it
‘was tobe hanging out with somebody who had—uninten-
tionally, granted, while only trying to makea living, also
granted—helped me to get through my adolescence.

=, Gordy smiled. He was
smiling, But he really didn’t
understand whatall the fuss was
about. Gordy took his writing

very seriously, and worked at it
very hard, but he took himself not at
all seriously without having to work
at that even litle. I'm hardly the
only very junior colleague he treated

as an equal.

  

Gordy Dickson

byJoel Rosenberg

Im the long run, and bit bybit, his body started to
betray him. Bythe time I met Gordy Dickson, the all
night partying and singing and talking with friends had
been something he had had to give up-notwillingly, and
not without dragging his feet every step of the way, but
xno matter how willing the spirit, the flesh is weak, after
all. Weekend-long appearances at conventions had
becomea fewhoursin the afternoon and evening. Spring
and summerwerehard,andfall wasn’t mucheasier—but

once there was a nice blanket of snow to cover the
ground, and freeze all that pollen that madehis allergies
agonizing, it was a lot easier, and he was able get out,
now and then.

Andhe did, as much ashe could,

But work came first. Gordy knew he didn’t have time
tofinish it all—the end ofthe sr part of the Childe Cycle
kept retreating every timehe tried to approach it with a
newbook,like somesort of Xeno’s series.

But there was no shamein that; it would have been
shameful, though, not to try.

So he tried. And he worked. But he stayed in touch,
Mostly, he stayed in touch by phone, Gordyloved to

talk with people, but Gordy absolutely hated the thought
cof imposing himself on anybody—and never quite gotthat
there were dozens, hundreds of people who were more
than happyto talk with him as long as he wanted to, and
that it wasn't an imposition atall, I can't begin to count
the number of phonecalls that began with, “Hi, Joel, it’s
Gordy—do you have five minutes?” and ended a couple of
hourslater,

(For years, it was standard policy in my house thatif
was called to the phone to talk to Gordy, I was to be

brought the portable phone, as it would always
be a long conversation, and I might need not to
be tied to one place for as long as the call would

TENN likely last. I’ve changed a baby, let a dog in
andout, given a subcutaneous injection
ofsaline to a cat, cooked supper for my
family, and a dozen other things while

talking on the phone to Gordy, over the years.)
It wasn’t just that Gordy didn’t wantto impose—it’s

that he didn’t get that spending time talking with him was
an unadulterated pleasure.

Wedidn’t usually talk about the things | talk about
with other folks—politics, for example. Well, that’s not
quite true~Gordy once wentoffon a very More.
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Jort Rosnserg ContinueD

long,and utterlyfascinating, dissertation aboutthe poli-
tics of the Roman Empire during the occupation of Judea
and Samaria, and howthe whole invention of Palestine
‘was an attempt by Rome to wipe out Jewish identity.
Still, I couldn’t tell you who Gordy voted for or against
in twentieth century Minnesota, or why although I'd bet
against him having voted for either Augustus or Tiberias,
if he'd been around then.

What did wetalk about? A lot; but neither Gordy nor
I were talking for the record. You know:stuff, Publishing
and editors; writers and writing; wolves; space travel;
kids; the best steel to use in a working knife stuff.

This is the part of the essay where I’d have to berate
the s® world and sr fandom for having treated Gordyless
than well, if that was the case. It wasn't, Gordy was loved
bythe fan and pro community—in word and deed—both
for his work and himself, We did right by him.

As long as I've been involved in Minn-StF and
Minicon ~ and it had apparently been in place for years
before I was around~there’s always been an understand-
ing that Gordywasto have a barely semiofficialliaison at
the convention, to make sure that he got a chanceto sce

  

the people he wanted to. Peter Hentges, Sharon Kahn,
‘Corwin Brust, Lynn Litterer, Felicia Herman, andothers
who escape my mind at the moment served that function
at various times, and while Gordy always appreciatedit,
it always puzzled him,

“I don’t see why youfolks go to such trouble justfor
me,” I once heard him sayto Peter, who was arranging
things for him at the time. It wasn’t a complaint.

And nowhe’s gone.
‘There was a funeral for Gordya fewdays after he

died. A priest, whoquite forthrightly admitted he had
never met Gordyand quite awkwardly demonstratedthat
he didn’t know anything about Gordy’s work, spoke in
general terms about his~ the priest's — own faith, and [
think and hope it gave some comfort to Gordy’s brother
andhis nephews and nieces. But we'll all have to muddle
alongas best we can.

Me,I’m going to muddle along,in part, bysitting in
the bar on Minicon Saturday night for an hour or two,
and drinking a couple of those godawful gin Bloody
Marys, and thinking and talking about Gordy, Maybe Ill
see you there.
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Appreciating the Unique

Gordon R. Dickson,for half a century a renowned author
ofscience fiction and fantasy—amongother things—passed
away on January 31st of this year, in his home in a
Minneapolis suburb, The news hit the Internet right
away, and newspapers aroundthe countrypicked up the
reports, so perhaps you heard quickly.

Asis usual when a famous writer dies, there has been
a lengthy series of reports and obituaries of him — of
Gordy. If you search among them, you'll be able to learn
alot ofthe factual data about the man,as well as some-
thing abouthis relationships with his friends and fans.

‘And so here and now I’m goingto trytotell you some-
thing different—something about how the man wasinside
himself

Upatthe beginningofthis article, I called him byhis
full name, just so you would knowwho I was talking
about, But if you were a friend of his, you knew him as
“Gordy’—in fact, fyou had onlymet him once, you knew
him as “Gordy.” He was that kind of guy.

No,I cannotpossiblytell you about Gordy the man
withoutfrequent mention of Gordon the writer; I don’t

ean to suggestthatthat would be possible. Writing was
what Gordydid, whathe had always wantedto do;andit

was linked to everything else he was or did. But what I
want to do here is avoid the listing ofhis stories,his pub-
lishing accomplishments, in favor of telling you about
sides of the man that never madehis bookjackets.

WhatGordy was, was Interested,
Hewasinterestedin Life. In Ideas. In Art. And, when

he metyou,in You! He bounded —almost literally —into
Life's various settings, eager as a puppywith the know!-
cedge thatthere was something interesting to be found out,
there; he was always sure ofit, and always right.

Gordyeffervesced. When he wentoff to a science fic-
tion convention, or a party, or a speech, he almost liter-
ally attacked the occasion, as if he could smell that Life
and Ideas and Fun were out there to locate and explore.
When he met some person who was newto him, he
would find out what it was they knew or did or thought
about, and then he would talk to them aboutit. When he
met someone who qualified as an expert in some field,
Gordy would focusin, virtuallygrilling the expert onhis
specialty. (Things he learned might turn up in a book
eventually, but that wasn’t the point: Gordywas just in
love with ideas~almost any idea.)

But don’t make the mistake of thinking that he was

by Dave Wixon

somesort of soulless learning machine. The truth was
that he liked new ideas because new ideas were Fun!

Ben Bova wrote a song about Gordy and his propensi-
ty for Having Fun. And hedid havefun! But the most
accurate way to think ofitis this: for Gordy,i
explore the universe by using the opportunities he was
given tolive Life.

And so he did live Life, as fully as was possible for
him. He enjoyed eating, drinking,talking, singing, learn-
ing, laughing. Heliked to fly first-class and stay in good
hotels; sometimes he couldn’t afford it, but that’s what
he liked. Having said all that, I have perhaps given you
some idea of Gordyin his most gregarious splendor. He
was so prominent, at cons, for his singing and laughing
andeating and drinking that some people thought he must
be an alcoholic (he wasn’t), and even his friends some-
times asked, “When the hel! does Gordywrite?”

Whenhe went home, that’s when.
‘The contrast between the two sides ofhis life could

not have been more striking. Gordy came homefrom a
weekendat a con, or a week spentin New York talking
to editors and publishers, and dived into his writing like a
hermit returning to his prayers. At cons hereveled in his
contacts with fun andinteresting people —and then he
came homeand wrote,in solitude and quiet.

Gordy wrote in state oftotal concentration, looking
athis pages through a kind of tunnel-vision so intense that
we who worked around him felt that we ought to whis-
per and tip-toe—althoughhe insisted that we could walk
byhim, talking, and it wouldn't bother him a bit; we
were just part of his world, his cocoon, and anyway he
was deepinto his story.

Butit takes energy to work in
such a concentration-

state, and he hated to
be pulled out ofit
(oneof the reasons 1
was there was to take
the phone calls and han-
dle the problems, so that he
could keep going, down there in
his story's world); when he was
pulled out of his concentration, he
sometimes found it difficult to go
back in.

was fun to
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But when he “came up forair,” at the end of a day's
writing, or broke off earlier for some reason, he felt
released. Then he bubbledhe wanted to talk, He loved
it when Ben or Poul [Anderson] or someone wouldvisit
from out of town, and he could take them tohis club, or
some good restaurant, and live it up! (Sometimes he
wanted that so badly that ~ having no visiting fireman
handy, he'd roust me out to go alongto Celebrate, well,
whatever —he just wanted a dose of the convivialityof a
good meal in a good place with good company, to go
along with the release from his Muse.)

He used to have little screened gazeboin his back
yard, under the boughs ofthe big maple tree, and untilhis
asthma got too bad he loved to take visitors out there to
talk and enjoycool shade on a summerday. (He got to
know the neighborhood squirrels well; a “crazy” one
turned up twenty-five years later in a cameorole in a
storyGordywas working on when he died,)

Gordyhad friends in all sortsofplaces. He spent time
with members of the Society for Creative Anachronism,
for instance, and would take lessons from some oftheir
swordfighters. He had his own helm, a chain-mail shirt,
and a pair of armored gauntlets that were truly a magnif-
icent piece ofthe armorer’s art! Proud of his Scots ances-
try, he also had his own set of kilts, in his clan (Fraser)
tartan.

Down in Florida one day, he went deep-sea fishing
with Joe and Gay Haldeman and came back with a beau-

Peter Hentges

Thad the unforeseenand inestimablepleasure ofacting
1s Gordy)s liaisonfor lastyear's sdinicon. 1 was looking
forward.tofulfilling that role once againandamgreat-

Y saddened. that Til iss that opportunity and the

pleasure ofhis company.
What struck me most about Gordy was his enthusi-

‘ashy optionisnc, and work, ethic. Though, infairly poor
healthy he took his commitment to giving a talk at
Minicon very seriously and. spent 1 good: deal of time
preparingfor i. He also seemedgenuinely excited. about
Miniconandhoped.to ree quiteafeurafhsfriends there.

Tincglad.Iwas able tofacilitate that andvaleo to have
the time alone with hime driving back and.forthfrom
is home. Wehad lovely discussions about music, writ-
ingfandom and, life, 1 cherishtherememories. 

tiful sailfish. He had it mounted and hung on the wall of
his den—butthen he never wentfishing again.

He had his own small wine cellar in the basement of
his house. It wasn’t major as such things go, but he was
interested in knowing how and whypeople valued a
wine. He would read books on the subject and converse
with the wine stewards in good restaurants, getting their
opinions and knowledge. It was not so much that Gordy
like to drink wine as thathe loved to explore the Art of it
(until his allergies extendedto red wines, and he backed
away fromthat love)

Gordy had a membership at a social and sports club
that had a pretty good restaurant, and he loved to take
visitors over there ~ the people there knewhim, knew
how heliked things, and gave him good service that made
the evening special for him.

He liked to go out to celebrate, For Celebrations, he
liked rites~ceremony—because that kind of thing evoked
emotions that he enjoyed. It was dressing up, conversa-
tion, toasts, making a production out of choosing from
the wine list and thenof the tasting when the bottle was
opened -by the steward, naturally and at a goodrestau
ranthe insisted that everyone order from the dessert cart,
even if they weren't hungry and even though hereally
didn’t have much of a sweet tooth himself.

Do I make Gordy sound like a sybarite? That's not
right. He didn’t do all those thingsfor the physical pleas-
ure they might give him—rather, he mined those areas of
Life for mental pleasures.

Writing is considered one of the Arts, of course, and
Gordon R. Dickson was a writer, But all the Arts drew
his interest. Back in the "sos he went out to take classes
in painting; you probablycouldn’t say he ever became
good at painting, but he wanted to learn about it and
know what artists thought and felt, And to the end ofhis
days he had a couple ofhis own paintings hanging on his
walls—whatever critic might think of them, Gordy was
proud of and happy with them,

Gordy's house came to looklike a museum ~or like
the Theater ofMemory he mentioned in oneofhis books:
shelves everywhere, which, if not holding books, held
things—usuallythings that he got on trips, or thatfriends
and fans gave him (people were always giving him things)
—all on displayfor him, so that he could notice them and
recapture, for a moment, the fond memories. Art prints
his father and mother had accumulated and passed down
to him; a ragged piece ofIrish currency; blow-upsof the
coversof someofhis booksthat publishers gave him; toy
soldiers presented by fans; his Hugos and other awards;
the bookshis older half-brother had written or published

Gory Dickson



in London; a black panther stuffed toy; a sculpture of a
unicornthat Darlene Coltrain once gave him; a helicop-
ter beanie; a kukhri; a Mickey Mouse-ears cap from
Disneyland; a needlepoint of Om Mani Padme Hum that
Sandra Miesel did for him — the list goes on....original
interior illos that Kelly Freas did for some of the Dorsai
stories; a photo of oneof the Apollo launches that he
attended; every one of his convention name tags; and on
and on.

Gordy believed in Art, and especiallyin his Art. He
not only wrote his stories, but tried to collaborate in
designing the covers for his books, sometimes sending
sketches ofhis ideas to editors (art directors were often
less than enthusiastic). He also tried to suggest advertis-
ing campaignsto publishers, and sometimes ran his own,
sendingoutmailings that featured news about him andhis
work, along with some Ken Fletcher artwork.

Gordy believed strongly in the value and importance
of his work, and that oneday it would be appreciated.
He had always wanted to get his publishers to give
him veto powerover the covers of his books: he
never gotit, although once in a
while he gota rather nebu-
lous “right of approval.”
(It did not seem to mean

very much; what usual-
ly happened would be
that a finished cover
‘would show upin the mail,
along with an enthusiastic
note from an editor saying,
“Don’t you think it's great??!!"
Youcan't really fight that.)

At least one time,

though. ... He was outof
town, so I had to phone
him in horror when a pub-
lisher sent along a proof of
the cover art for Masters of
Everon, a bookthat included
creatures somewhat like
intelligent (but alien) saber-
tooth tigers ~ portrayed as
Persian cats! That one we

got fixed! Thebest result
Gordy ever got on a
protest.

His interest in art went so
far as to lead him into a sort ofcol.
laboration with oneinterested

    

  

 

   

    

   

 

   

   

  

  

  

   

  

  

   
  

publisher who was willing to trysomething different; and
so for a while some of Gordy’s books came outwith lots

of interior illustrations. It didn’t seemto have much effect
‘on sales, though, andso the experimentfaded away.

‘And then there was Music. Gordy playedthe guitar
and sang, everyone knows that—lots offans have photos
takenat conventions,showing Gordy playing and singing.
But he also had bagpipes (no,he didn’t play worth a lick),
a harmonica, and fluteslying aboutthe house. (He usual
ly didn’thave the breath for those instruments, what with
the lifelong asthma that would eventuallykill him.) He
wrote his own filksongs, but he had a strongliking for old
ballads; and other people wrote songs about him; and of
course there are lotsof songs about bits ofhis work, most
notably the Dorsai songs.

Gordy loved poetry, too. Kipling was a favorite, but
his shelves held dozens of other poets. Healso loved to

read the prose of other writers, and was constant-
ly searching for newdiscoverieseven as his
own understanding of the Art of writing
progressed. Publishers were always send.
ing him the latest sr, and I spent a lot of
time tryingto find newnon-sF authors for
him to try. When I came up with onewhose
writing he could both admire and enjoy, it
vas a triumph for us both—he had known
and loved C.S. Forester and P.G. Wode-

house for years, for instance, but was
happy when I found him Dick

Patrick O'Brian, andothers.

‘And he wrote poetryhimself,
much ofwhich madeit into his books.

Occasionallyother people put tunes to
the poems; and you can hear those
nowand again at conventions,

Gordy was a boundless opti-
‘ist, and insisted that he was going to
have to live to be 100, because he
needed the timeto writeall the things
that he'd planned, But it didn’t work
out that way, and nowtherestofus are

goingto haveto live without the books
hhemight have written,if only. ..

But to say that diminishes the
man more than he deserves, because

for all that he never got around to
doing, few people will

tang, Sanatgets
much outofLife as

Gordy did.
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A Gordon R.

Conpiten’s Nores: The following list makes no attempt
to include every appearance of every story Gordon R.
Dickson ever wrote; rather,it seeks only to indicate the
various works in their first publications. Thus, appear-
ances ofstoriesin anthologies ~ Dickson's stories have
shown up in scores of those~are not included here. Nor
have I tried to indicate later printings or foreign edi-
tions/translations.

Also not included here are magazine appearances of
serialized versions of the novels; manyof Dickson's nov-
els were serialized or excerpted in the st magazines, gen-
erally within a short time before the book version
appeared,It seemed redundant to reproduce those list-
ings here... (Three exceptions to note: Dorsai! was so
thoroughly shortened after its magazine serialization, in
becoming its first book version as The Genetic General, that
[elt the magazine version oughtto haveits own listings
and a shortened version of Lost Dorsai, done for Destinies
magazine, and an excerptfromWay of the Pilgrim entitled
“The Cloak andthe Staff,” done for Analog Magazine, are
both included on mylist, for the reason that they both
won a Hugo Award in their shortened form-andin the
same year! The version of Soldier, Ask Nor that won a
Hugo in 1965 was in fact an independent work, which
onlybecamea novel to Gordy’s mind later.)

‘There’s another thing that’s not on this ist: an unpub-
lished story. Years ago Gordy wrote a storyfor Harlan

Dickson Bibliography

by Dave Wixon
Ellison to include in his ultimate anthology The Last
Dangerous Visions; and as you mayknow,that anthology
has never been published, The story was entitled “Love
Song,” and perhaps you'llseeit one day,

Finally, this list does not attemptto include hundreds
of writings that Dickson produced over the span of more
than sixty years, in the form of fan magazine articles and
stories, book reviews, nonfiction articles, introductions
for books and convention program books, speeches,
poems and songs, and radio plays.

Some of Gordy's poems can be found included within
the text of certain novels, most notably The Final
Encyclopedia; and | included a few othersthatI particular-
ly liked when I put together a couple of the collections of
short stories: they're in Ends, and Beginnings.

This is mylist, so I made a fewpethaps irrational
choices, such as including “Ye Prentice and Ye Dragon”
and “The Present State of Igneos Research,”even though
the first is a poem and the second a parodyofa scientific
article, I have also listed the various incarnations of the
Hoka books among the novels, even though they are,I
suppose, collections; my justification is primarily that
they are stories involving the samecharacters, setting,
and premise, and there is a certain progression within
them —close enough to a novel, as far as I’m concerned
+++ (Besides, they're too good to notbelisted right up

front!)

Novels
Alien From Arcturus, 1956 (revised as Arcturus Landing,

1978)
Mankind On the Run, 1956 (later retitled On The Run)
Earthman’s Burden, 1957 Co-author: Poul Anderson (the

first collection of Hoka stories)
Dorsoil, 1959: magazine serial: Astounding (first book

publication in shortened form as The Genetic General,
1960;uncut version appeared as Dorsai! in 1975, in
‘omnibus Three ro Dorsai, and in all paperback versions
after that date)

Secret Underthe Sea, 1960 (juvenile)
Time to Teleport, 1960
Delusion World, 1961
Spacial Delivery, 1961
Naked to the Stars, 1961

66 a

Necromancer, 1962 (also published as No Roomfor Man)
Secret Under Antarctica, 1963 (juvenile)
Secret Under the Caribbean, 1964 (juvenile)
The Alien Way, 1965
Mission to Universe, 1965
Space Winners, 1965
Planet Run, Co-author: Keith Laumer, 1967
The Space Swimmers, 1967 (sequel to “Home from the

Shore”)
Soldier, Ask Not, 1967 (enlargement of “Soldier, Ask

Not”)
None But Man, 1969 (sequelto “Hilifter”)
Wolfling, 1969
Spacepaw, 1969 (sequel to Spacial Delivery)
Hour of the Horde, 1970
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The Tactics of Mistake, 1971
Sleepwalker’s World, 1971
The Outposter, 1972
The Pritcher Mass, 1972
Alien Art, 1973
The R-Master, 1973
Gremlins, Go Home!, 1974 Co-author: Ben Bova (juvenile)
Star Prince Charlie, 1975 Co-author: Poul Anderson
Three to Dorsail, 1975 (omnibus containing Necromancer,

Tactics of Mistake, and Dorsail, with linking materials)
The Dragon and the George, 1976
The Lifeship, 1976 Co-author: HarryHarrison (also enti-

tled Lifeboat in someeditions)
Time Storm, 1977
The Far Call, 1978
Home From the Shore, 1978
Pro, 1978
Masters ofEveron, 1979
Hoke! 1983 Co-author: Poul Anderson
Jamie the Red, 1984 Co-author: Roland Green
The Last Master, 1984 (expansion of The R-Master)
The Final Encyclopedia, 1984
The Forever Man, 1986

Way ofthe Pilgrim, 1987
The Chantry Guild, 1988
The Earth Lords, 1989
Wolf andIron, 1990
The Dragon Knight, 1990
Young Bleys, 1991
The Dragon on the Border, 1992
The Dragon at War, 1992
Other, 1994
The Dragon, The Earl, and the Troll, 1994
The Magnificent Wilf, 1995
The Dragon and the Djinn, 1996
The Dragon and the Gnarly King, 1997
The Dragon in Lyonesse, 1998
Hoka! Hoka! Hoka!, 1998 (most ofthe short stories from

Earthman’s Burden and Hoka!)
Hokas Pokas!, 2000 (omnibus: Star Prince Charlie and two

shorter stories)
The Dragon and the Fair Maid of Kent, 2000
The Right to Arm Bears, 2000 (omnibus: Spacial Delivery,

Spocepaw, and “The Law-Twister Shorty”)

Short Fiction
“Trespass!” Co-author: Poul Anderson — Fantastic Story

Quarterly, Spring, 1950
“The Friendly Man”—Astounding, Feb., 1951
“Heroes Are Made” (Later:“Sheriff Of Canyon Gulch”)

Co-author: Poul Anderson—Other Worlds, May, 1951
“The Error OfTheir Ways”~ Astounding, July, 1951
“The Monkey Wrench”Astounding, Aug., 1951
“Tommy Two-Gun” — 10 Story Western Magazine, Aug.,

19st
“The Star-Fool”— Planet Stories, Sept., 1951
“Steel Brother”~ Astounding, Feb., 1952
“Richochet On Miza”— Planet Stories, March, 1952
“The Stranger” Imagination, May, 1952
“Listen”—Fontosy &Science Fiction, Aug., 1952
“The Mousetrap”Galaxy, Sept., 1952
“The Invaders" Space Stories, Oct., 1952
“Show Me The Way To Go Home” — Startling Stories,

Dec., 1952
“TimeGrabber”Imagination, Dec., 1952
“NoShield From The Dead”~ Worlds OfIf, Jan., 1953
“The Bleak And Barren Land”Space Stories, Feb., 1953
“Babes In The Wood”—Other Worlds, May, 1963
“The Three” Startling Stories, May, 1953
“In Hoka Signo Vinces” Co-author: Poul Anderson —

Other Worlds, June, 1953
“Graveyard”—Future, July, 1953
“The Man ‘The Worlds Rejected” ~ Planet Stories, July,

1953
“Practice Makes Perfect”—Texas Westera, July, 1953
“The Breaking OfJerry Mecloud”--Universe, Sept., 1963
“Counter-Irritant”— Future, Nov., 1953
“The Adventure Of The Misplaced Hound” Co-author:

Poul Anderson Universe, Dec., 1953
“The Rebels" Fantastic Story Magazine, Winter, 1954
“Lulungomeena”— Galaxy, Jan., 1954
“Black Charlie” —Galaxy, April, 1954
“Miss Prinks’— Fantasy &Science Fiction, June, 1954
“Rescue”—Future, June, 1954
“Itco's Strong Right Arm”—Cosmos, July, 1954
“Fellow Of The Bees" Orbit, July-Aug., 1954
“Carry Me Home”~ Worlds OfIf, Nov., 1954
“The QueerCritter”Orbit, Nov.-Dec., 1954
A Case History”—Fantasy &Science Fiction, Dec., 1954
“Tumabout”— Worlds OfIf Jan., 1955
“The Odd Ones”—Worlds OfIf, Feb., 1955
“Yo Ho Hokal” Co-author: Poul Anderson ~ Fantasy &

Science Fiction, March,1955
“James”— Fantasy &Science Fiction, May, 1955
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“Moon,June, Spoon, Croon”~ Startling Stories, Summer,
1955

“Perfectly Adjusted”— Science Fiction Stories, July, 1955
“Our First Death” — Fantasy & Science Fiction, Aug., 1955
“The Tiddlywink Warriors” Co-author: Poul Anderson—

Fantasy & Science Fiction, Aug., 1955
“No More Barriers”— Original Science Fiction Stories, Sept.,

955
“Joy In Mudville” Co-author: Poul Anderson~ Fantasy &

‘Science Fiction, Nov., 1955
“OFThe People”—Fantasy &Science Fiction, Dec., 1955
“The Underground”— Imagination, Dec. 1955
“Flat Tiger”—Galaxy, March, 1956

“Zeepsday”— Fantasy &Science Fiction, Nov., 1956
“The GreenBuilding” Satellite, Dec., 1956

“Strictly Confidential” Fantastic Univere, Dec., 1956
“Don Jones” Co-author: Poul Anderson—First Published

in Earthman’s Burden, 1967
“Rescue Mission” — Fantasy &Science Fiction, Jan., 1957
“Friend For Life” Venture, March, 1957
“Tempus Non Fugit” — Original Science Fiction Stories,

March, 1957
“Act Of Creation” Satellite, April, 1957
“Undiplomatic Immunity” Co-author: Poul Anderson —

Fantasy & Science Fiction, May, 1957
“Mx KnowsBest"Saturn, July, 1957
“Cloak And Stagger”~Future, Fall, 1967
“St. Dragon And The George” ~ Fantasy &Science Fiction,

Sept., 1957
“Full Pack (Hokas Wild)” Co-author: Poul Anderson —

Fantasy & Science Fiction, Oct., 1967
“Robots Are Nice?”—Galaxy, Oct., 1957
“Fido”~ Fantasy & Science Fiction, Nov., 1957
“The General And The Axe”—Infinity, Nov., 1957
“Danger~Human!"— Astounding, Dec., 1957
“With Butter And Mustard” — Fantasy & Science Fiction,

Dec., 1957

“The Christmas Present” Fantasy & Science Fiction,
1958

“Rex And Mr. Rejilla”—Galaxy, Jan., 1958
“Fleegl Of Fleegl”— Venture, May, 1958
“A Matter OfTechnique”—Fantasy &Science Fiction, May,

1958
“The Question”—Astounding, May, 1958
“Brother Charlie” Fantasy &Science Fiction, July, 1958
“Last Voyage”— Original Science Fiction Stories, July, 1958
“The Girl Who Played Wolf” Fantastic, Aug., 1958
“The Quarry”~-Astounding, Sept., 1958
“Gifts” —Astounding, Nov., 1958
“The Dreamsman”~ StarScience Fiction No. 6, 1959
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“By NewHearth Fires” —Astounding, Jan., 1959
“The R Of A”—Fantasy &Science Fiction, Jan., 1959
“After The Funeral”~Fantastic, April, 1969
“The Amulet” —Fantasy & Science Fiction, April, 1959
“The Catch" —Astounding, April, 1959
“The Man In The Mailbag”—Galaxy, April, 1969
“E Gubling Dow” — Satellite, May, 1959
“Homecoming”— Worlds Of If, Sept., 1959
“I've Been Trying To Tell You” — Fantastic Universe,

Nov., 1959
“The Game Of Five”~ Fantasy & Science Fiction, April,

1960
“It Hardly Seems Fair”—Amazing, April, 1960
“The SummerVisitors’~Fantastic, April, 1960
“One On Trial”—Fantasy &Science Fiction, May, 1960
“The Last Dream”July, 1960
“The Case Of The Clumsy Cadaver” Keyhole Mystery,

Aug., 1960
“Button, Button”Fantasy &Science Fiction, Sept., 1960
“The Hours Are Good” —Galaxy, Oct., 1960
“The Seats Of Hell”— Fantastic Stories Of The Imagination,

Oct., 1960
“Rehabilitated” Fantasy&Science Fiction, Jan., 1961
“An Honorable Death”—Galaxy, Feb., 1961
“Out OF The Darkness” — Ellery Queen's Mystery, Feb.,

1961
“The Amateurs” —Science Fiction Adventures, March, 1961
“Minotaur” — Worlds Of fj March, 1961
“A Taste Of Tenure”—Worlds OfIf, July, 1961
“Whatever Gods There Be”—Amazing, July, 1961
“The Haunted Village” ~ Fantasy & Science Fiction, Aug.,

1961
“Love Me True”—Astounding, Occt., 1961
“Sleight OF Wit’—Astounding, Dec., 1961
“Idiot Solvant”— Astounding, Jan., 1962
“Napoleon’s Skullcap” ~ Fantasy & Science Fiction, May,

1962
“Three-Part Puzzle”—Ascounding, June, 1962
“Salmanazar”— Fantasy &Science Fiction, Aug., 1962
“And Then There Was Peace”Worlds OfIf, Sept., 1962
“Who Dares A Bulbur Eat?”—Galaxy, Oct., 1962
“Roofs OfSilver”— Fantasy &Science Fiction, Dec., 1962
“The Hard Way"—Astounding, Jan., 1963
“Hilifter”—Astounding, Feb, 1963
“HomeFrom The Shore~Galaxy, Feb., 1963
“The Faithful Wilf—Galaxy, June, 1963
“Dolphin’s Way—Astounding, June, 1964
“The Man From Earth—Galaxy, June, 1964
“On Messenger Mountain” ~ Worlds Of Tomorrow, June,

1964.
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“Soldier, Ask Not”—Golexy, Oct., 1964 (Hugo Award,
1965: Best Short Story)

“A Wobble In Wockii Futures”Galaxy, April, 1965
“Soupstone”—Astounding, July, 1965
“The Immortal” —Fontasy &Science Fiction, Aug., 1965
“Catch A Tartar” Worlds Of Tomorrow, Sept., 1965
“Computers Don't Argue”— Astounding, Sept., 1965
“An Ounce Of Emotion”— Worlds OfIf, Oct., 1965
“Tiger Green’ Worlds Of If, Nov., 1965
“Breakthrough Gang” ~ Fantasy & Science Fiction, Dec.,

1965
“Warrior”—Astounding, Dec., 1965
“Call Him Lord” — Astounding, May, 1966 (Nebula

Award, 1966: Best Novelette)
“In The Bone” Worlds OfIf, Oct., 1966
“Building OnThe Line”— Galaxy, Nov., 1968
“Jackal’s Meal”—Astounding, June, 1969
“Ancient, My Enemy"—Worlds OfIf, Dec., 1969
“Operation P-Button”— Infinity One, 1970
“Walker Between The Planes”— Worlds Of Fantasy, Feb.,

1970 (Later, with textual changes, as “Maverick”)
“Jean Dupres”—Nora 1, 1970
“The Law-Twister Shorty” The Many Worlds Of Science

Fiction, 1971

 

“Things Which Are Caesar's" ~ The Day The Sun Stood
Suill, 1972

“Powerway Emergency”— Dimensions 1, Spring, 1972
“Brothers” — Astounding: John W. Campbell Memorial

Anthology, 1973
“EnterA Pilgrim"—Astounding, Aug., 1974
“Twig” Stellar 1, 1974
“In IronYears” Fantasy & Science Fiction, Oct., 1974
“Pro” Astounding, Sept., 1975
“The Present State Of Igneos Research” ~ Analog, Jan.,

1995
“Ye Prentice And Ye Dragon”Analog, Jan., 1975
“The Mortal And The Monster” ~ Stellar Shore Novels,

1976 (Alsolater as “The Monster And The Maiden”)
“Thank You, Beep...!"— Hewlett-Packard Personal Calcu-

lator Digest, 1979
“Amanda Morgan”~ The Spirit OfDorsai, 1979
“Lost Dorsai” — Destinies 2, Feb.-Mar., 1980 (Hugo

Award, 1981: Best Novella)
“The Cloak And The Staff"—Analog, Aug., 1980 (Hugo

Award, 1981: Best Novelette)
“God Bless Them"—Best OfOmni Science Fiction, 1982
“The Napoleon Crime” Co-author: Poul Anderson: ~

Analog, March, 1983

Collections of Short Stories
Danger—Human, 1970
‘Mutants, 1970
The Book of Gordon Dickson, 1973 (re-titling of Danger—

Human)
The Star Road, 1973
Ancient, My Enemy, 1974
Gordon R. Dickson's SF Best, 1978
The Spirit ofDorsai, 1979
Lost Dorsai, 1980
In Iron Years, 1980
Love Not Human, 1981
The Man From Earth, 1983
Dickson!, 1984 (boxed)
Survivall, 1984
Forwari!, 1985
Secrets of the Deep (omnibus: Secret Under the Sea, Secret

Under Antarctica, and Secret Under the Caribbean), 198
(juvenile)

Invaders!, 1985
Beyond the Dar al-Harb, 1985
Steel Brother, 1985
The Last Dream, 1986
The Dorsai Companion (omnibus: Lost Dorsai and The Spirit

of Dorsai), 1986
Mindspan, 1986
The Man the Worlds Rejected, 1986
The Stranger, 1987
In the Bone, 1987
Guided Tour, 1988
Beginnings, 1988
Ends, 1988

Anthologies
Rod Serling’s Triple W: Witches, Warlocks and Werewolves—

1963 (edited by GRDunderSerling’s name; includes
Dickson story “The Amulet”)

Rod Serling’s Devils and Demons 1967 (edited by GRD"g y

underSerling’s name)
Combat SF 1976 (includes Dickson story “Richocheton

Miza”)
Nebula Award Winners Twelre~1978
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Programming

Convention Information: Programming, Consuite, Art Show, Hucksters, Hotel, etc.
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Art Show
MINNEAPOLIS BALLROOM,    

 

Thursday Setup §:50 0
' rem 6
s to AM~ Mt
s VeAM yt
A Saturday, 6 pst 8 vm

 

Bridge (Convention Services)
Dinecrons Row 2
Continuous from Thursday evening setup through

Sunday ever

 

cardown, 24 hours per day

Children’s Programming
Friday yPM 8 PM
Saturday 1:30 AM 11:30 PM
Sunday 1o.AM~ 3:30 PM

p ~ PROGRAMMING

Consuite (Hospitality)
Dururi Room (NON-SMOKING)

Grab BALLnoom SALON G(SMOKING)
PresiDeNviAL Surre (24711 FLOOR/ NON-SMOKING)

Friday and Saturday
SuNpay, 2 PM

Srener Hiprour (NoN-sMoxING)
Relocation 4PM

Sunday
Continuous from ‘Thursday evening setup through

Sunday evening teardown, 24 hours per day

Hucksters Room
MinNeapouts BALLROOM, SALON D
Friday Setup 12pm 2 pM
Friday Hours 2PM 6 PM
Saturday 1oAM~ 5 PM
Sunday HL AM- 3 PM



 

Doesthis consuite go to Duluth?

The Minicon cx has a tradition of going most at
wherefans decide to take it, That could get downright
interestingthis year, giventhat we're starting by building
a Rocket Garden in the 3rd FloorFoyer.

The Rocket Gardenis in honor of Yuri’s Night, the
worldwide space party celebrating the 40th anniversary
of Yuri Gagarin’s flight and the 20th anniversary of the
first shuttle launch on Thursday, April 12th, Build your
favorite rocket out of milk cartons, K’NEX, Mylar bal:
loons, andthe other materials weh

 

  

  

ce onhandin Salon 

F, the Vehicle Assembly Building
You'll find puzzles and games as well as rockets and

lots of comfy seating in thefoyer. G:
Vatge is once again bringing a boxof his favorites to play
at Minicon. No experience necessary for most gam\
players of all skill levels are welcometo join in.

The non-smoking consuiteis in the Duluth Room, so
yes: this consuite goes to Duluth, It also goesto Salon G,
where smoking welcome, as is smoking music, Andit
goes uptothe Presidential Suite onthe 24th floor, home
of the non-smoking music circ! hhours bheer, and
other temptations.(If the musicians play theright song,
theconsuite will even go “beep-beep.” But not too often,

 

mes host Richard 

 

 

 

after  

 

wehope.)
Please note that on Sundayafternoon the consuite will

movetoa secret location, to beannouncedas soon as we
knowwhereitis,

Minicon hospitality will offer a variety of drinks and
comestibles throughout the weekend, We plan to have
everything clearly labeled, including theelderberry drink
andother oddities that actually are consumable, as well as
somethat aren't, But if you find yourself wondering

 

   

Programming
Tikp FLOOR(SEF DAILY GRIDS AND MAPS)
Friday, 3530 PM PM

wurday 9:30 AM 11 PM
Sunday TEAM 4:30 PM

Program Prep
BoarpRoom1
Open during programming hours; other times ad hbitum.

 

by Geri Sullivan

about something, pleaseask
That goes for manymorethings as well. If we can help

you enjoy the consuite better in any way, pleaselet us
know, If there's something you'd like, but don’t see, add
it to the shopping list that will be postedin the Duluth
Room. We've received several suggestions(portion con
trol cupsfor diabetics, for example) but if we've missed
something that's important to you, pleaseask, or lenda
helping hand tomakeit happen.

Bringingit all together
Liketherest of Minicon, the consuite runs on volun.

twer energy. You can add to everyone's fun (including
your own) by helping out in the consui

 

c, formally oF
informally. Badgers, gophers, twinkies, and rocket scien
Lists especially welcome.

Pleasestopby the consuiteanytimefor conversation,
refreshments, comfort, andsilliness, Please also com

any orall ofthe following special events happeningin the
consuitethis year:

 

to

  ‘icon thanks...
Lynn Anderson, transport
DreamHaven Books, rocket

Dan Fitzgerald & Bill Crane, jigsawpuzzles
Gedney Pickles, pickle hats
‘Marilee Layman, mask-on-a-stick de:

  

Weirds Collide Gumbo
IT Schalles, When Weirds Collidesignboard, sparkle
paper, rocket tubes, & other d

 

  

Registration
Coar Room (THirp Froor)

Thursday SPM 10 PM
(pick up preregistrations only)

Friday 1AM 10 PM
Saturday to AM Pw
After Hours Bruper

Volunteers
Bru
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The basics of Minicon's convention policies. Please take a
‘momentto read them,

Reality Policy
3 Minicon complies with all federal, state, and local

laws,
#% Minicon encourages our members todo the same.

Badge Policy
3 Minicon uses badges to identify our members.
# Without your badge, you may be denied the benefits

of your membership; please keep it with you at all
times while at Minicon,

# If you find a lost badge, please bring it to the Bridge
(Directors Row 2).

3% If you lose your badge, please come to the Bridge. If
we have your badge, we'll return it to you once
we've verified thatit’s yours. IFwe don’t have it, for
$25 we'llissue you a replacement.

# Minicon reserves the right to revoke any member-
ship as we deem necessary, most likely in cases of
extreme misbehavior.

WeaponsPolicy
#® Use commonsense,
»® Actual firearms, class 3 or 4 lasers, and projectile

throwing toys are not permitted at Minicon,
»® For everything else, have a sheath, sling, or other

container for it, and keepit secured when you're in
a public place.

# The above notwithstanding, Minicon reserves the
right to prohibit any prop or weaponatthe sole dis-
cretion of Minion.

2% You kill it, you eatit.

Signage Policy
# Signs maybe posted onlyon thesignboards. Please

do notattach anysigns to hotel walls, doors, win-
dows,ete

2 Only onesign per board per event.
4 Signboards will be in the open area on the 3rd floor,

and outside the consuite on the 24th floor. There
may be signboards on each of the party floors,

74 ae

Operations

Smoking Policy
3 In accordance with the Minnesota Clean Indoor Air

Act, smokingis permitted only in designated smok-
ing areas, Elevators, stairwells, and hallways, includ-
ing those on floors with smoking sleeping rooms, are
non-smoking.

3 The Minicon smoking consuite is on the 3rd floor in
Salon G, The area just outside Salon G is also a des-
ignated smoking area.

Hotel High   ights

Late Check-out
Room check-out time has been extended to gem on
Sunday and Monday, Check-out time is 12 noon onall
other days.

Extended poolhours
‘The swimming pool is open until 2:30 am during
Minicon. No glass or alcoholin the health clubpoolarea,
please.

 

Ourthird floor consuites
The Hilton asks that wekeep all beverages and munchies
from the Minicon consuites in convention space, and not
carryany ofour drinks or other consumables down to the
rst oor of the hotel. Thanks for remembering this!

‘Minneapolis liquor lawsapply to the function space on
the second and third oors, which means Minicon has to
stop serving on the third oor and removeall open con-
tainers of alcohol (including empty containers) before
100 AM each night. We plan to have bheer in the
Presidential Suite on the 24th oorafter hours.

In-out parking privileges
Hotel guests who charge parking to their roomshave in-
outprivileges for the parking garage underneath the
hotel. Ask aboutthis atthe front desk.

Afriendly reminder
icon encourages members to generouslytip the maids

and other hotel service workers.
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Programming Information & Participants

Participants
Eleanor Arnason
Mike Bently
Alice Bently
Kent Bloom
Janice Bogstad
Seth Breidbart
Corwin Brust
Steven Brust
Karen Cooper
David Owen-Cruise
Kara Dalkey
Howard Davidson
Pamela Dean
Catharine Doyle
Linda Dunn
David Dyer-Bennet
Lisa Eisenberg
Doug Faunt
Moshe Feder
Leslie Fish
John M. Ford
Jim Frenkel
Beth Friedman
DeanGalhon
Terry Garey
Martin Helgesen
Peter Hentges
Eric Heidleman
Bill Higgins
John Houghton
Scott Imes
Sharon Kahn
Mary KayKare
Jordin Kare
Phil Kaveny
Peg Kerr
Greg Ketter
Elspeth Kovar
Laurel Krahn
John Ladwig
Denny Lien|
Russel Letson.
Michael Levy
Fred A, Levy Haskell

Susan Levy Haskell
Suford Lewis
Anthony Lewis
Julia Lee
Christopher Li
Sylvia Li
Eileen Lufkin
Hank Luttrell
Ken MacLeod
Jim Mann
Elise Matthesen
Lois McMaster Bujold
C. J. Mills
Heather Anne Nicoll
Teresa Nielsen Hayden
Patrick Nielsen Hayden
EmmetO'Brien
‘Mark L. Olson
Erik V. Olson
Priscillia Olson
Melanie Orphen
Mike Pins
Nick Pollatta
Scott Raun
Katya Reimann
Joel Rosenberg
Kathy Routliffe
Graydon Saunders
Sharon Sbarsky
Bruce Schneier
Steven H. Silver
Jon Singer
Susan Smith
Geri Sullivan
Jack Targanski
Jo Walton
Bob Webber
‘Tom Whitmore
Kip Williams
Laurel Winter
David Wixon
‘Tom Womack
JaneYolen
Jim Young

Program Prep
Openduring programming hours; other times ad libitum.

Board Room 1 is Program Prep. This room combines
both the functions of green room and programming oper-
ations in oneroom.This is the place to go to:
Pick up your programmingpacket. Your packet will

have your individualschedule, a label with a short
version of the schedule that you can stick on the back
of your badge, and anything we think of between
now and then,

» Check with Programming if there’s something you
need to let us know about. If you have a conflict with
or question about a panel, thisis the place to go.

3 Check in before a panel. It’s often a good idea to
show up 10 minutes or so before your program item
begins to meetbriefly with your fellow panelists.

Programming Hours
Friday 3PM to 11pm, with a dinner break from 7PM to

apm
Saturday 104Mto 11pm, with adinner break from 6PM to

arm
Sunday 104M to 3:30PM

Author's Roundtables
Here’s your chance to spend some quality time with

the author or authors of your choice!
How it works: There will be sign-up sheets on the

Bridge. Sign up for an hour with the authors you choose,
If you sign upfor a slot, you are making a commitment.
There are only 18 chairs in Director's Room 1, so only
17 placesare available for each roundtable. To encourage
people to sign up for early slots, coffee and tea will be
available in the room.

Moreauthors maybe having roundtables, so keep an
eye on the Bridge and the Bozo Bus Tribune!
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ProgrammingIndex

    

Ask Dr. Mike Friday 9:00 PM Salon €
Bedtime Stories, with Milk and Cookies. Saturday 9:00 PM Board Room 2
Breaking Out of the Pack: When Just Being Published Saturday 9:30AM Salon B

Isn't Enough Any More
British sr and Fantasy You Haven't Read (and Should) Sunday 11:00 AM Salon B
Closing Ceremonies Sunday 3:30 PM Salon C
Concert: Leslie Fish Saturday 9:00 PM. Salon E
Convention Fears and Fantasies: The Rich Inner Life of Saturday Board Room 3

Fandom
Fannish Ethics: Who Sets the Standards of Our Saturday 12:30 PM Board Room 2

‘Community?
Fantasy: The Long and Short of it Friday Salon A
Filking Friday Salon E
Fraud on the Internet Saturday Salon B
Good Story, Bad Ending Saturday Board Room 3
Gordy's Proposition Friday Salon €
“Historyis the Trade Secretof Science Fiction” Ken, Saturday Board Room 3

MacLeod
How e-text Won't Change Publishing ~ Saturday 3:30 PM Board Room 3
Interview: Jo Walton Sunday 2:00 PM Salon
Interview: Ken MacLeod Sunday 12:30 PM Salon C
Interview: Leslie Fish Sunday 11:00 AM Salon C
Intimate with 433 Eros: First Contact with an Asteroid Saturday 8:00 PM Salon A
Junkbox Wars Saturday 2:00 PM Salon E
Lady Poetesses From Hell Sunday 1:00 AM Board Room 2
Minicon37 Kickoff Meeting Sunday 2:00 PM Salen A
Mistakes I Made When I Was a Neo Friday Salon B
More Filking Saturday Salon E
My Crackpot Theory Friday Salon B
Opening Ceremonies Friday Salon C
Reading: Jane Yolen Friday Board Room 2
Reading: Jo Walton Saturday Salon C
Reading: John M. Ford Sunday Board Room 2
Reading: Katya Reimann Saturday Board Room 2
Reading: Ken MacLeod Saturday Salon C
Reading: Laurel Winter Friday Board Room 2
Reading: Pamela Dean Saturday Board Room 2
Reading: Steven Brust Saturday Board Room 3
Remembering Gordon R. Dickson 1923-2001 Saturday Salon A
Rocky Mountain Horrible Picture Show Saturday Salon A
RoundRobin Poetry Reading Saturday Board Room 2
Roundtable: Moderating Program Items Saturday Director's Room 1
Roundtable: SF and Henry James Saturday Director's Rooms 1
Six Degrees of Fandom Handshaking Party Friday Consuite
Slugger’s Cocktail Party Friday Consuite
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Tam Lin, by “William Shakespeare,” as considered
canonical on Barrayar: A play by Jo Walton, with
specific reference to the works of Pamela Dean and
Lois McMaster Bujold (who cooperated) and
William Shakespeare (whodidn't).

Ten Things Computers Shouldn't Be Used For
‘The Celtic Fringe, Now and Tomorrow: Everything

You Know Is Wrong
The Civil War: Is it Over Yet?
The Return Of Kids, Don’t Try This At Home
‘The Works of Ken MacLeod
‘The Year In Science, Part I (Physics and Astronomy)
TheYear In Science, PartIl (Biosciences)
Trivia Bowl
War Stories: Conrunner Tales
What Should I Read Next?
What the Heck Is the Matter with the Comics Industry?
When Weirds Collide

Saturday 11:00 AM

Saturday 5:00 PM
Saturday 2:00 PM

Saturday 3:30 PM.
Saturday To:00 Pat
Saturday 12:30 PM
Saturday 11:00 AM
Saturday 3:30 PM
Saturday 8:00 PM
Sunday 11:00 AM
Sunday 12:30 PM
Saturday 5:00 PM
Saturday 8:00 PM

Salon C

Board Room 2
Salon C

Salon B
Salon C
Salon B
Salon A
Salon A
Salon C
Salon A
Salon B
Salon B
Consuite

 Make it an g@leetric duper, and six reams of paper,
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PROGRAMMING: FRIDAY 3:30 PM TO SATURDAY 9:30 AM

Gordy’s Proposition
Fripay 3:30 PM Saton C

‘At Minicon 35, Gordon R. Dickson observed (or pro-
posed, or hypothesized) that sr will be a different place
when the last person dies who remembers what it was
like tolive in a world in which there was no science fic-
tion. Does he have a point? Howis Our Beloved Genre
changed by no longer being an arcane and frequently soli-
tarypassion?
Scott Imes (M), Denny Lien, Fred Levy Haskell, Jim Young

Reading: Laurel Winter
Fripay 5:00 PM. Boarp Room 2
Laurel Winter

Mistakes | MadeWhen I Was a Neo
Frupay. 5:00 PM. Saton B

Panelists swap stories about their more interesting
mistakes when they first cameinto fandom, The question
is, if you had itall to do over again, would you do some-
thing different? Or would you make all the same mis-
takes, only sooner and more frequently?
Karen Cooper, Laurel Krahn (M), Jim Young

Fantasy:The Longand Short of it
Fripay 5:00 PM. SALON A

Is there some reason fantasy novels—especially series
novels—keep getting larger?Is there some logic to their
progression from bullet-stoppers and bugcrushers to cin-
derblocks and household appliances? What are the bene-
fitsand the drawbacks of writing at such length?
Jims Frenkel, Lois McMaster Bujold (M), Tom Whitmore

Reading: Jane Yolen
Fripay 6:30 PM Boarp Room 2
Jane Yolen

Slugger’s Cocktail Party
Frmpay. 6:30 PM Consurre
With bartender Jack Targonski, blogmaster Peter
Hentges, and a special appearance by the Minicon
Grenadine.

8 ~

Opening Ceremonies
FRIDAY Saton C

It’s an opening ceremony. We all know what hap-
pens. You see the guests of honor, the chair makes a
speech, yadda yadda, You're all just waitingfor Ask Dr.
Mike anyway. Enjoy.
David Dyer-Bennet (i), Leslie Fish, Ken MacLeod, Jo Walton

8:00 PM

Ask Dr. Mike
Fripay 9:00 PM Saton C

‘Once again, Dr. Mike answers your question on how
the Universe works.
John M. Ford

Six Degrees of Fandom Handshaking Party
FRIDAY 10:00 PM ConsurTE

You’ ve hugged your fellow fen. You've shared eleva-
tors and even hotel rooms with them. But have youshak-
en their hands? Come to this party andformalize your
links to the rest offandom and to the rest ofthe world.

Filking
Frupay 10:30 PM SALON E

My CrackpotTheory
FRIDAY 10:30 PM Saton B

Fans want to understand how the world works, and
they tend to draw their own conclusions. Come and hear
abouttheoriesthat sounded good atthe time. Bring some
of your own to share. ‘True believers attendat their own
risk,
Karen Cooper (M), Dean Gablon, Sharon Kahn, Jon Singer

Round Robin Poetry Reading
SATURDAY 9:30 AM Boarp Room 2

Breaking Out of the Pack: When Just Being
Published Isn’t Enough Any More
SATURDAY 30 AM. Saton B

Making the jump from low-paying, low-circulation
publications to venues with bigger audiences and deeper
pockets can be as hard as getting published in the first
place. “Writing better” is always the answer; but our pan-
elists will discuss techniques for playing to your
strengths, and differentiating your workfrom the default-
level “passable and publishable, but so what” submissions.
Eleanor Arnason (M), Moshe Feder, Jim Frenkel, Katya Reimann
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PROGRAMMING: SATURDAY 11:00 AM TO SATURDAY 2:00 PM

Convention Fears and Fantasies: The Rich
InnerLife of Fandom
SaTURDAY Boarp Roo3

Do you have recurrent dreams in which you're
attending a convention? If so, what happens in them?
Have you ever seen a concom member develop strange
stress-related delusions? Was that concom member you?
‘And where do you imagine yourfriends are, and what do
you imagine they're doing, during those disheartening
stretches when you've trudged all over the convention
but can’t find anyone you know?
Corwin Brust, Catharine Doyle (M), Suford Lewis, Julia Lee,

‘Heather Anne Nicoll

11:00 AM

 

The Year In Science, Part | (Physics and
Astronomy)
SaTuRDAY Saton A

Keeping the science in science fiction —~in this case,
Physics and Astronomy. Come hear a mix of profession
als and laypersons tell what's new.
John Houghton, Jordin Kare, Anthony Lewis, Mark L. Olson

(At), Jon Singer, Bob Webber

11:00 AM,

TamLin, by “William Shakespeare,” as con-
sidered canonical on Barrayar: A play by Jo
Walton, with specific reference to the works
of Pamela Dean and Lois McMaster Bujold
(who cooperated) and William Shakespeare
(whodidn't).
SaTurDay

‘A group reading
Pamela Dean, John M. Ford, Terry Garey, Peg Kerr, Elise

Matthesen, Graydon Saunders, Jon Singer, Jo Walton,
Loure! Winter

11:00 AM Saton C

Fannish Ethics: Who Sets the Standards of
Our Community?
Sarurpay 1230 PM Boarp Room2

‘Are manners more important than rules? Who
‘oppresses whom in fandom? Andother interesting ques-
tions
Kent Bloom, Beth Friedman, Elspeth Kovar, Eileen Lufkin (M),

Scott Raun

The Works of Ken MacLeod
SaTurDay 12:30 PM

A discussion of the works of Ken Macleod
Steven Brust, David Dyer-Bennet,Michael Levy, Patrick Nielsen

Hayden (M), Jo Walton

SALON B

GoodStory, Bad Ending
SATURDAY 12:30 PM BoarRoom 3

There's no story so good that you can’t wreck it by
sticking on the wrong ending—bringing in a deus ex machi-
1a, telling too much or toolittle, tieing up plotthreads
that don’t match, tacking on an unrelated moral, or
revealingthat it's all been a dream. Panelists rant about
their least favorite botches, andtell us what should have
happened.
Lisa Eisenberg, Leslie Fish, Denny Lien (M), Christopher Li, fim

Mann

Junkbox Wars
SaTURDAY 2:00 PM Saton E

It's Junkyard Wars (or Scrapheap Chollenge) writ small!
‘Teamswill compete to build an assigned device in 90
minutes, using only the materials they can find in our
junk heap. When their timeis up, they'll competeto see
whose machine rules. Emcee and Junkmaster: Jordin
Kare, (Note: Come a bit early if you can.)
Jordin Kare

The Celtic Fringe, Now and Tomorrow:
EverythingYou Know Is Wrong
Sarurpay 2:00 PM Savon C

Scotland, Ireland, Wales: the so-called “Celtic Fringe”

is the setting, or the basis, for endless imaginative tales
But they're also real places in the modern world, far
‘moreinteresting the the products of twee fantasizing, and
they'll be real places in the world ofcenturies hence
What problems are they actuallyfacing, where are they
actually going, what genuine skifly speculations do their
situations inspire?
Ken MacLeod, Emmet Obrien, Jo Walton (M), Jane Yolen

 

Reading: Pamela Dean
SaruRDaY 2:00 PM
Pamela Dean

Boarp Room2
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PROGRAMMING: SATURDAY 2:

Fraud ontheInternet
SATURDAY 2:00 PM. Saton B
MAKE MONEYFASTII! Tales ofscam literary agents

in league with fake publishers, Nigerian “Spanish
Prisoner” swindles, fabulous dotcom startups, pieces of
the True Cross for sale on eBay, and a host of other
opportunities too good to be true. Hasthe Internet ush-
ered in a newgolden age of confidence games, ot is it
merely the old brazen age in a new gilt coating?
Alice Bentley, Doug Faunt, Phil Kaveny, John Ladwig (M),

Melanie Orphen

 

Rocky Mountain Horrible Picture Show
SATURDAY 2:00 PM Saton A

A compelling narrative of invasion, betrayal, conflict,
andmore invasion. The Truth that “They” don’t want you
to know. I'd tell you more, but “They” are everywhere,
‘Taken from the discarded slides of the National Forest
Service.
Kip Williams

 

Roundtable: SF and Henry James.
SATURDAY, 2:00 PM Drector’s Room 1
Phil Kaveny

How e-textWon’t Change Publishing -
SaTuRDay 3:30 PM Boarp Room 3

—Though it will have some interesting effects. But
don't be disappointed; you've probably missed noticing
the previous two or three revolutions in publishing,
Come and hear aboutthose too
Dean Gablon, Patrick Nielsen Hayden (M), Jane Yolen

TheYear In Science,Part II (Biosciences)
SATURDAY, 3:30 PM. SALon A

Still keeping the science in science fiction in this
case, the glamorous, fast-movingand often controversial
field of Biology. Come and hear all the hot new science
and the equally hot ethics questions that are under
debate.
Priscillia Olson (M), Jon Singer, Susan Smith

 Reading: Ken MacLeod

00 PM TO SATURDAY 5:00 PM

  

SaTuRDAY
Katya Reimann

Boarp Room 2

Roundtable: Moderating Program Items
SaTuRDaY 3:30PM Dinecror's Room 1
Tom Whitmore

TheCivil War:Is It OverYet?
SATURDAY 3:30 PM Saton B
It can’t be over;it’s still a hot topic. Panelists discuss the
real underlying issues of the war—the ones which were
settled, and the ones which remain,
Steven Brust (M), Peg Kerr, Teresa Nielsen Hayden, Erik V.

Olson, Kathy Roueliffe

“History is the Trade Secret of Science
Fiction”—Ken MacLeod
SaTuDay 5:00 PM Boarp Room 3

From Doc Smith's sentimental Romanitas and
Asimov's Spenglerian Foundationseries to the currentcut-
ting edge ofthe field, s writers have plundered history
to build their futures. Is it possible that history is the actu-
al subject matter of the genre, and its “Science Fiction”
orientation was a function of events and developments
taking place at the time sr was broken out as a commer-
cial category? And what theories and assumptions about
causality, human nature, and other issues havethe field's,
writers picked up along with their history?
Peg Kerr, Ken Macleod (M), Lois McMaster Bujold, Graydon

Saunders, Steven H. Silver

Reading: Jo Walton
SATURDAY 5:00 PM Saton C

Jo Welton

Remembering GordonR. Dickson 1923-2001
SaTuRDay 5:00 PM Saton A

Writer, fan, performer, friend of Minicon, and a leg-
end of the field. Come and help us rememberhim.
John M. Ford, Peter Hentges, Joel Rosenberg, David Wixon (9M)

Sarurpay ji3o PM Saton C
Ken Macleod
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PROGRAMMING: SATURDAY 5:00 PM TO SUNDAY 11:00 AM

What the Heck Is the Matter with the
Comics Industry?
SATURDAY 5:00 PM Saron B

People haven’t stopped wanting to read, write, draw,
ink, letter, color, distribute, sell, or collect comics. So
whyis the comics industry in such terrible shape?
Peter Hentges, Sharon Kahn, Greg Ketter (M), Kathy Routliffé

Ten Things Computers Shouldn’t Be Used
For
SATURDAY 5:00 PM Boarp Room 2

To aman with ahammer,all problems looklike nails.
Our favorite new tool of choice is the computer, and
we're using it for everything, While computers are fre-
quently nifty to have around, there are times when
they're not the answer. While it’s true that we can print
today's weather forecast onto our toast, that doesn’t
means weshould do it, Our panelists discuss the serious
and silly applications of computer technology,in theory
andin practice.
Seth Breidbart, Mark L. Olson (M), Mike Pins, Sharon Sbarsky

Reading: Steven Brust
SaTuRDAY 8:00 PM BoarRoom 3
Steven Brust

Trivia Bowl
SaTuRDAY 8:00 PM. Saton C

It’s fun, it’s fast, it’s ballistic, To enter, just walk in
the door. Our panel of master trivialists asks the ques-
tions; the first person to call out the correct answer gets
a piece of chocolate thrown at them. Whenit’s all over,
the one with largest uneaten stack of chocolate wins.
Priscilla Olson, Mark L. Olson

Intimate with 433 Eros: First Contact with
an Asteroid
SATURDAY 8:00 PM Saton A

‘The first spacecraft ever to orbit an asteroid, NASA's
Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous/Shoemaker spacecraft
ended its mission on a spectacular note by touching down
on Eros, After a year in orbit gathering data, its “landing”
provided additional extreme close-up picture and on-the-
spot measurements ofsoil composition,
Jordin Kare

PROGRAMMING

WhenWeirds Collide
SaTurpay Consurre

Mardi Gras meets the Minnesota State Fair at

Minicon. Pickle hats, masks-on-a-stick, butter sculpting,
beads, floats that float, sparkly pig ears, DavE Romm’s
zydeco kazoo band, numbered ducks, and a Richard
Tatge lightshow. Dean Gahlon will mix drinks you'll
wish you'd never heard of but may enjoy anyway. Peeps-
con-a-stick and perhaps even Peepsjousting (in Somebody
Else’s Microwave, of course). Prize ribbons for weird-
colliding costumes, winning horticulture, crafts, and fine
art exhibits, and for other participatory events.

8:00 PM

Concert: Leslie Fish
SarurDay 9:00 PM.
Leslie Fish

Saton E

BedtimeStories, with Milk and Cookies.
SaTURDAY 9:00 PM. Boarp Room 2

Jane Yolen. Milk, Cookies. Stories. Need we say

Jane Yolen

The Return Of Kids, Don’tTryThis At Home
SaTuRDAY Saton C

Even more tales of tennis-ball cannons, balloon-pow-
ered chaise lounges, magnesium bonfires, and other
experiments that'll never make it into the respectable
textbooks. This year’s panel of expert reprobates take
“do as I say, not as I do” to explosive new heights, dis-
cussinghigh-yield science projects which you can build at
homewith just a few simple ingredients, but which you
probably shouldn’t try at all.
‘Mike Pins (M), Jon Singer

10:00 PM.

More Filking
Sarurpay 10:30 PM. Saton E

WarStories: ConrunnerTales
Sunpay 11:00 AM SALON A

Just in case you thought running conventions was
dull, Hear talesof the ones that got away, the ones you
wish would go away, the bizarre circumstances and
improbable saves. Learn the true inner meaning of
Ssmor’.
Janice Bogstad, Leslie Fish, Anthony Lewis, Steven H Silver

Tom Whitmore (M)



 

PROGRAMMING:SUNDAY11:

Interview: Leslie Fish
Sunpay
‘isa Eisenberg, Leslie Fish

11:00 AM Saton C

 

British SF and Fantasy You Haven't Read
(and Should)
Suxpay 11:00 AM Satow B

Once stigmatized as a gentle eddy of pastoral
dystopias and “bracing gloom,” British sr is now the
white-hot center of the field. Neotraditionalist and edgy
all at once, writers ranging from Stephen Baxter and Ken
MacLeod to Alastair Reynolds and China Mieville are
writing powerful, clangorous, challenging SF ofscope
and rigor, works that are suddenly at the top of many
‘American readers’ lists. Why is this? And what should
you be reading, new guys andotherwise?
Denny Lien, Ken MacLeod, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Jo Walton,

Tom Whitmore (M)

Lady Poetesses From Hell
Sunpay 11:00 AM Boarp Room 2

Once more, the Lady Poetesses From Hell don their
best hats, buff’ up their best manners, and read their
exceedingly unladylike poems,
Terry Garey, Laurel Winter, Elise Matthesen, Jane Yolen

Interview: Ken MacLeod
Sunpay 12:30 PM
Ken Macheod, Patrick Nielsen Hayden

Saton C

Reading: John M.Ford
Sunpay 12:30 PM
John M. Ford

Boarp Room 2

"What this club need:
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00 AM TO SUNDAY3:30 PM

‘WhatShould | Read Next?
Sunpay 12:30 PM SatonB

(Our very expert panelistshelp youfind the good stuff.
Eric Heideman, Scott Imes (M), Mary Kay Kare, Russel Letson,

Michael Levy

Birds of a Feather: Using the Minn-StF mail-
ing lists to improve communications
Suxpay 12:30 PM —_Dirgcror’s Room 1

Minn-StF’s e-maillists have been up for litle over a
low well do they serve the club? Do

we need or want more from our communications? Can
we stop the cross-posting? List members encouraged to
attend, Curious bystanders and communications junkies
welcome

 

year. Let's revie

Interview: Jo Walton
Sunpay
Graydon Saunders, Jo Walton

2:00 PM. Saton C

Minicon 37 Kickoff Meeting
Sunpay 2:00 PM SaLon A

‘We'relooking forward. Meet the chair of Minicon
37, andfind outhis plans for the next Minicon,
Erik Baker, Corwin Brust

 

Closing Ceremonies
Suxpay 3:30 PM Saton C

The traditional way to end the convention, See the
president get executed. Hear dramatic speeches. Smell
the ideas burning for Minicon 37. Saygoodbye, and we'll
see you next year.
David Dyer-Bennet (M), Leslie Fish, Ken MacLeod, Jo Walton

is is some action".



 

Children’s Programming
Fripay

Creating A Space Station 3:00 PM ~ 4:30 PM
Wewill briefly discuss what a space station is and

brainstorm about the different structures and equipment
‘we might need to bein space. Then, with the help of cre-
ative adult volunteers, we will construct a cardboard
space station and decorate it,

The People At The Space Station 5:50 PM— 6:30 PM
Children will discuss the different jobs at the space

station and someof the people there who perform those
jobs. Then they will draw titles out of a dish and take
turns playing differentroles. Afterwards, we will come
back together as a group and discuss whatit was like to be
charge of different areas.

Sun Collage
A discussion about the importance of the sun, fol-

lowed by a cooperative collage of the sun and the things
that dependonit.

7:00 PM ~ 8:00 PM

SATURDAY

Astronaut Training Minicamp
Sign up todayand you can become a certified child

astronaut. After completing our challenging Run From
‘The Sun training course you will be ready to join our
space crew and head out to explore the universe.
Certificates will be awarded to those who survive,

Spaceware & Earth Pops
Come and create your own designer space gear.

Everything from helmets, eyewear, oxygen tanks, and
protective vests to walkie-talkies.

Earth Pops 1:30 PM— 3:00 PM
What is inside the Earth? Find out and make your

own tastytreat, an edible model ofthe Earth’s inside lay-
ers.

Recycled Robots 3:00 PM ~ 4:00 PM.
Come and talk about what robots are and what they

can do. Then we will get into small groups and create
our own robots out of recycled materials, When our
robots are done we will talk about what our robotstal-
cents are,

Freeplay In Space 4:00 PM — 5:00 PM.
Come and playin the space station,

Big Bang 7:00 PM ~ 8:00 PM
Celebrate the existence of the universe at this radical

space age party. Wear your new space gear, glow-in-the-
dark clothes or other strange and cool duds, Get your
face painted, learn to juggle, and dance to space age
music. All ages welcome, but bring the kids inside.

Dungeons And Dragons 8:00 PM — 11:30 PM
Role playing games for kids. Gaming for kids will be

conveniently located outside the Rochester room, Your
child must be able to read but no gaming experience is
required. Thisis for the absolute beginnerto intermedi-
ate level. Hosted by Michael Kauper and WoodyOlson.

Sunpay

Fgg Hunt 10:00 AM 11:00 AM
Help uncover clues to the ancient civilization of the

Moon people. Search for mysterious egg-like capsules
hidden in a crater on the moon hundreds of years ago to
preservetheir treasures. Searchers get to keep what they
find. Hosted by Laura Jean Fish and RachelFish.

Celestial Constellation Viewer 11:30 AM ~ 12:30 PM
Create and decorate your very own viewer with as

‘manyas six different and changeable constellations

Blast Off 1:00 PM 2:00 PM
Using balloons, we will demonstrate thatair takes up

space and has mass. Following this we will show how
multistage rockets work.

Meteor Shower 2:30 PM — 3:30 PM
Help destroyour space station by being a meteor in

our meteor shower!

Unless otherwise noted, the Childcare staff
hosts each program.Volunteers are wel-
comeandwill be appreciated.
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Bill Roper

Elise Matthesen

Darlene P, Coltrain

Art Vaughan

Ray & Barbara Vantilburg

Philip Kaveny

Carol Stenstrom

Melissa Barnard

Steve “Felix” Hynnek

Greg Ketter

Leo C. Watrin

Mark Abbott/Mary O’Rourke

Steve Salaba

SamBromet

Michael Z. Williamson

Butch Honeck

Dodeka Records Ltd.

Lioness

Darlene P. Coltrain

Art Vaughan’s Used Books

Ofworld Designs

HedgeHog & Otter

Kyril’s Cavern

Wizard of Odd LTD-
Adornment

Felix Needleworthy

DreamHaven Books & Comics

Leo Watrin

MO'RDesigns

Soft Wear Toys & Tees

‘The Wizard's Wagon

Cloak and Dagger

Honeck Sculpture

PROGRAMMING

Hucksters List

Filk andfolk

Handmade necklaces and jewelry

Fine art jewelry, hand-dyed & hand-
paintedsilk in SF & fantasy themes

Used SF/fantasy/horror books

Tshirts

Books

Handmadestuffed dragons

‘Tools and supplies for costuming and
pagans —athames, swords, jewelry, belly
dancing stulf, glassware, gemstones,
headpieces

Fine Renaissance and fannish costumes

Books (new)

SF/fantasy paperbacks, magazines,
comics, andcollectibles

Meteorites, antiquities, crystals, carvings

Lois Bujold merchandise, mad scientist
lab coats, T-shirts, Folkman's puppets

Bumperstickers, anime, role playing
games and supplies, collectable card
games, puppets, stuffed animals, movie
posters, statuary

Knives, swords, cutlery, other fantasy, SF
andhistorical weapons, some costumes
and sick T-shirts,

Fantastical sculpture



DreamHaven
Books & Comics
 

  

LynLake Dinkytown
912 W. Lake St, Mpls. 1309 4th St. SE, Mpls.
612-823-6161 612-379-8924

New,used, and rare SF, NewSF,fantasy, and horror

fantasy, and horror Newandback-issue comics

TV & film books & magazines

Role-playing games & CCGs

Newandback-issue comics

TV & film books & magazines

Erotic art, comics and fiction
Onehourfree parking at the

Free parking behind ourstore Dinkytown ParkingFacility

Wedo mail orderall overthe planet -
call 612-823-6070 for a free monthly book catalog

Visit our website at www.dreamhavenbooks.com
or email us at dream@dreamhavenbooks.com

Visit our tables in the dealers room!
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Art Show
Neil Belsky
Steve Bond
Doug Wickstrom

Bookkeeping
Peer Dudda

Irene Raun

Chair
David Dyer-Bennet

Child Care
Laura Jean Fish

 

Guests
Lydia Nickerson(liaison & chapbook)
Beth Friedman, (liaison & chapbook)
David Dyer-Bennet (chapbooks)

 

Hotel
Scott Raun
Mitch Pockrandt

Hucksters Room
Beth Friedman

Insurance
Kay Drache

Official Happy Deadwood
Fred A. Levy Haskell

Operations
Martin Schafer
Corwin Brust
Erik Baker
Reen Brust
Carolyn Brust
Alera Brust
Tony Brust
Karen Cooper
Bruce Schneier
John Stanley

Registration
Carol Kennedy (pre-con)
Larry Sanderson (at-con)
AndrewBertke(badges)

SMOF
Ben Yalow

~ PROGRAMMING

Programming
Teresa Nielsen Hayden (co-head)
Erik Olson (co-head)
Laura Jean Fish (children’s programming)
Patrick Nielsen Hayden
Cally Soukup
Martin Maney
Jordin Kare
Mary Kay Kare
Beth Friedman
Kim Kindya
Jim Mann
Vicki Rosenzweig
Sharon Sbarsky
Steven Silver

  

Publications
Rachael Lininger (department head)
Pamela Dean Dyer-Bennet (Grammarian)
Priscilla Olson (BBT editor)
Jeff Schalles (BBT tech)
David Dyer-Bennet
Beth Friedman
Peer Dudda
Mark Richards (collation)

Web
Laurel Krahn
Erik Olson,

Hospitality
Geri Sullivan (department head)
Slugger
Gary Agin
Catherine Crockett
Charlie Horne
Catherine Crockett
Charlie Horne
Peter Hentges
Dai Innes
Ericka Johnson
Karen Johnson
Marilee J. Layman
Susan Levy Haskell
John McKana
Neil Rest (Dr. Whoopie)
Mark Richards (K'NEX)
Patric Stene
Jack Targonski
Richard Tatge (games & lightshow)
Greg Williams
‘Tom Womack
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CONGRATULATIONS To
MINICON 36 GUEST OF HONOR

KiiasPEACE
“The King’s Peace beautifully and thought-
provokingly tells a story set in a world and
history almost like ours, but different enough
to bein itself a kindofelvenland.It’s good
to know that there will be more.”
—Poul Anderson

“Head and shoulders and sword-arm above
most fantasy... Te reads like a lost memoir
from the Dark Ages of a subtly different
history, tough and unsentimental and all
the more touching for that.”
—Ken MacLeod

“An incredible book and its heroine, Sulien
ap Gwien, is one amazing woman... I'm
hooked
—Interzone

0-312-87229-1 * $26.95/$38.95 Can.

An epic ofreal heroism, real loyalty,
andreal love of country

AVAILABLE NOW Visie us on the web at www.corcom TOR” 
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